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Message from the Stó:lō Nation Service Delivery Board 
 
We as the Stó:lō Nation Service Delivery Board (SNSD) would like to thank the Stò:lô Nation 
Chiefs Council for entrusting us with the important 
responsibility of overseeing and making decisions 
concerning the Stó:lō Nation operations.  The 2012/2013 
fiscal year is the first year being entrusted by our political 
leaders and the communities.  
 
The SNSD Board held bi-monthly meetings to review 
Stó:lō Nation’s performance in the delivery of various 
programs and services.   Services within the Stó:lō Nation  
continued with a seamless transition. 
 
Some other items completed this fiscal year were: 

 The newly renovated longhouse was independently financed and opened in June 
2012; 

 The Board members, along with staff of the Office of the Executive Director, held the 
first Board Planning session; 

 An unqualified audit was finalized by our new auditor, Manning Elliott, by the end of 
June which is the earliest it has been completed; 

 Passed resolutions for various proposals from programs such as Language, SASET, 
Education, etc; 

 Subcommittees were created to revise and recommend improvements to existing 
policies and procedures to ensure consistency with organizational values and 
regulations; 

 Passed the Budgets for the 2013/2014 fiscal year; 
 The Executive Director’s annual review was completed through an independent, 

comprehensive 360 degree performance evaluation; 
 Currently in the process of reviewing the by-laws and Stó:lō Nation constitution 

ensuring that the documents reflect the current foundational structure; 
 Attended various events throughout the year such as the Annual Gathering, 

Longhouse opening and the Stó:lō Christmas party; 
 At the Annual Christmas Party, presented years of service recognition ribbons to staff. 

 
Goals for the 2013/2014 fiscal year: 
 

 Annual Strategic Planning; 
 Complete and update the policies and procedures with the sub-committees; 
 Review ways to support and enhance programs and services; 
 Explore best practices from other organizations and how we may implement them 

within Stó:lō Nation. 
 
We would like to thank the management and staff for their professionalism and dedication.  
And again thank the Chiefs, for entrusting us to ensure that Stó:lō Nation continues to thrive 
on behalf of the membership. 
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Message from the Executive Director 
 

The Stó:lō Nation Fiscal Year (FY) 2012-2013 Annual Report 
briefly describes the major accomplishments of the 
organization in providing a broad range of programs and 
services which Stó:lō Nation continues to strive to implement. 
The report also includes a brief financial report on how the 
organization utilized the funds received for this fiscal year.  
 
I am grateful for the continuing support and assistance I 
receive from the Stó:lô Nation Chiefs Council (SNCC), Stó:lô 
Nation staff, Stó:lô Nation Executive Board (SNEB), the Stó:lô 
Nation Service Delivery (SNSD) Board, community members, and band staff.  
  
As in the past years, we are committed to the continuing provision of a broad range of 
programs and services to our member First Nations, as we explore our new and emerging 
role in helping them achieve their potential for self-management in the future.  
 
Highlights of our Fiscal Year 2012-2013 accomplishments include the following; 
- Successful completion of the Annual Audit and Report 
- Completion and Open House of the renovated longhouse 
- Both the Stó:lô Resource and Research Management Centre’s (SRRMC) “Man Turned to 

Stone: T’xwelatse’ Interactive Exhibition’ and Community Development’s ACTT Program 
were nominated for the 2013 Fraser Valley Cultural Diversity-Innovative Initiative Award. 
SRRMC won the award.   

- Continued improvement of Coqualeetza property  
- Qwí:qwelstóm hosted the Annual ‘Thank You’ luncheon for the Stó:lō Nation House of 

Elders 
 
Stó:lô Nation is committed to explore various means to improve the quality of service delivery 
and to contribute to the development of a healthy Stó:lô Nation. 
 
I can confirm through this Annual Report that the Stó:lô Nation team members are dedicated 
to our overall goal of assisting in building healthy communities. All of our team members 
deserve tremendous gratitude for their job performance over the fiscal year. I personally and 
on behalf of the SNCC/SNSD Board want to thank each of you for a wonderful FY 2012-2013 
and look forward to what FY 2013-2014 has to offer. 
 
Thank you. 
 
 
 Willy Hall 
 Executive Director 
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Executive Summary 
 
The Stó:lō Nation continued to perform its service delivery functions to its eleven (11) 
member First Nations and clientele.  It maintained existing collaboration with the various 
funding agencies to ensure that the community members continue to receive the services 
they are entitled to, given the current funding arrangements from the various programs and 
projects that Stó:lō Nation implemented this fiscal year.  
 

Office of the Executive Director 

The Office of the Executive Director maintained close collaboration with the Stó:lô Nation 
Service Delivery [SNSD] Board to ensure that satisfactory service delivery support and 
assistance to Stó:lô Nation staff and members was provided.  
 

Community Development Program 

This year marked the 8th ACTT Program that Stó:lō Nation hosted. As in the past, there were 
wonderful participants that were a joy to have around Building 5. The participants volunteered 
at the Elders Gathering and each group produced a radio program at the HAWK radio station, 
which played on the HAWK radio in August 2012. The team put together this amazing work 
experience project and was nominated for a Fraser Valley Cultural Diversity Award in 2012. 

The 10th annual Aboriginal Employment and Career Fair held on Friday, February 08, 2013 at 
the Chilliwack Landing Sports Centre (Ag-Rec), was a huge success. Fifty (50) exhibitors 
attended including employers and educational institutions and a few new exhibitors. There 
were approximately 500 students from grades 6-12 who attended, with a few post-secondary 
students and adults. 

Stó:lō Nation Social Development's  caseload for the year decreased from 190 files (480 
people including children) to 167 files (434 people including children). This continues the 
trend of reducing dependency on Social Assistance. The benefit of requesting a monthly 
Employment Action Plan (EAP) is useful in looking for small steps that lead towards 
employment in the field that the client has expressed an interest in working in. 
 

Finance and Administration Services (FAS) 

The finance and administration staff continued to perform routine financial and administrative 
functions.  On an annual budgeting system, Stó:lō Nation has efficiently balanced its finances 
and expects to continue to have sound financial management practices to sustain its 
operations.  The audit for the 2012-13 FY was signed off on by the Stó:lō Nation Service 
Delivery Board. 
 
Stó:lô Nation revenue from various sources was $24.8 million and the annual expenditures 
were $24.9 million plus $830,691 in Annual Amortization. Chart 1 shows the SN Revenues 
received for this fiscal year by programs and Chart 2 shows the consolidated statement of 
revenues and expenditures. The financial report is preliminary.   
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Stó:lō Nation Health Services (SNHS) 

SNHS completed the first year implementation review of the Community Health Plan in 2010 
with staff and member communities being served. The review came up with 
recommendations to revamp the following: mental health; addictions; trauma; suicide; 
diabetes; and transportation. On November 30, 2012, SNHS developed a realignment option 
and presented the concept of the Community Wellness Worker (CWW).  The CWW provides 
services to individuals, families, and communities utilizing a holistic and generalist approach 
to Health and Wellness.  The primary role is to improve the quality of life of First Nation 
people by actively promoting and supporting healthy lifestyle alternatives and approaches.  
This goal is to be achieved using professional and paraprofessional skills within the context of 
the Health Wellness Model. The CWW will provide prevention and intervention services for a 
broad range of emotional, social and behavioral problems. The CWW is an integral part of the 
Health Team in providing integrated and holistic community health programs. 
 
SNHS and the Stó:lō Health Service Committee (SHSC) agreed to implement the 
realignment. The realignment will take the existing mental health and addictions dollars to 
fund this project. It was agreed that the SN Health Services Committee will merge with the 
HUB committee effective January 31, 2013 and will meet every second month; as well, SN 
Health Services will be a standing agenda item on the HUB committee meetings.  
 
The terms and conditions of the flow-through agreement were redrafted identifying what each 
community has in their Flow-Through Agreement. 
 

Stó:lō Research and Resource Management Centre (SRRMC) 

In FY 2012-2013, the archaeology/cultural heritage team continued to work on the overview 
and impact assessments, mitigations and cultural monitoring.  The team carried out 58 
projects. 
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Highlights of 
Accomplishments 

Charts and Tables Summary 
 

Chart 1- Stó:lō Nation Revenue, by Program, FY 2012-2013 
Chart 2- Stó:lō Nation Statement of Revenue and Expenditures, FY 2012-2013 

Chart 3- Stó:lō Nation Staff Distribution, FY 2012-2013 
Chart 4-Summary of Records Management Outputs, FY 2012-2013 

Chart 5-Summary of Indian Registration Transactions, FY 2012-2013 
Chart 6-SASET Casefiles, FY 2012-2013 

Chart 7-SASET Community Employment Contracts, FY 2012-2013 
Chart 8-Average # of Patients Seen by Month, FY 2005-2012 

Chart 9-Stó:lō Elders Lodge (SEL) Tenant satisfaction Survey, FY 2008, 2010, 2012 
Chart 10-Types of Development Projects Being Assessed, FY 2012-2013 

Chart 11-Stó:lō Heritage Permits Issued-by Company as Permit Holders, FY 2012-2013 
Chart 12- Stó:lō Heritage Permits Issued-by Investigation type, FY 2012-2013 

Chart 13- Stó:lō Heritage Investigation Permits-by Location, FY 2012-2013 
Chart 14- Stó:lō Heritage Investigation Permitting (SHIP)-by Development Proponent, FY 2012-2013 

Chart 15-Referral Packages on Record by Year, FY 2012-2013 
Chart 16-Classification Level, FY 2012-2013 

Chart 17-Categorical Breakdown-Referral Packages, FY 2012-2013 
 
 

Table 1- Social Assistance (SA) Caseload, FY 2012-2013 
Table 2-SASET Vocational/Trades Funding, FY 2012-2013 

Table 3-Community Flow-Through Agreements, FY 2012-2013 
Table 4-Flu Season Vaccination, FY 2012-2013 

Table 5-Immunization Activity by Age Group, FY 2012-2013 
Table 6-Immunization Activity by Antigen, FY 2012-2013 

Table 7-Immunization Activity by Community, FY 2012-2013 
Table 8-Health Workshops, FY 2012-2013 

Table 9-COHI Accomplishments, Y 2012-2013 
Table 10- Brighter Futures Initiative (BFI) Activities, by Community, FY 2012-2013  

Table 11-Medical Transportation: Claims, FY 2012-2013 
Table 12- Medical Transportation Usage, by Community, FY 2012-2013  

Table 13-Short-Term Crisis Intervention-Mental Health Counselling, FY 2012-2013 
Table 14-DWSP Screening Program Report, FY 2012-2013 

Table 15-PCAP Accomplishments (by Activity/24 clients), FY 2012-2013 
Table 16-PCAP Current Caseload (24 Clients), FY 2012-2013  

Table 17-Heritage Research and Resource Management Projects, FY 2012-2013 
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Office of the Executive Director 
 

Stó:lō Nation Service Delivery (SNSD) Board 

The SNSD met regularly to review Stó:lō Nation’s performance in the delivery of various 
programs and services.  The Board designated Board members to spearhead and coordinate 
the various tasks identified. Stó:lō Nation employees were identified to assist in the tasks, 
which are currently in various stages of completion. 

TASKS BOARD MEMBER(S) 

1. Review the Finance and Administration Operations 
Manual (FAOM). 

Sharron Young 

2. Review the SN Communications Policy. Derek Hansom 

3. Review the SN by-laws and Constitution to ensure 
that the documents reflect the current foundational 
structure 

All Board members 

 

2012 Annual General Meeting (AGM)  

Stó:lō Nation held its Annual General Meeting (AGM) on Monday July 30, 2012 at the Stó:lō 
Government House. The meeting was attended by representatives from the Stó:lō Nation 
member First Nations, the Stó:lō Nation Service Delivery Board and staff.  Both the FY 2011-
12 Annual Report and Audited Financial Statements were presented and adopted as well as 
a new Auditor, Manning Elliott, Chartered Accountants, for the 2012-13 fiscal year.   
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2012 Annual Golf Tournament 

The Annual Golf Tournament was held on August 23, 2012 at the Cultus Lake Golf and 
Country Club. Despite the few sprinkles and cooler than normal weather, the day turned out 
great and the tournament was once again a huge success with approximately 128 
participants competing in the day-long fun golf activities.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2nd Annual SN Gathering  

Stó:lō Nation held its 2nd Annual Gathering on September 29, 2012 at the Coqualeetza 
grounds in Chilliwack, BC.  It gave the various SN services and departments an opportunity 
to showcase their programs and services and interact with the SN community in a fun 
atmosphere.  
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Stó:lō Nation National Aboriginal Day 

Stó:lō Nation celebrated Aboriginal Day on June 22, 2012 at the Coqualeetza grounds.  The 
activity was attended by community members and showcased aboriginal activities and 
events. 

  

Longhouse Grand Opening 

Stó:lō Nation hosted a traditional ceremony celebrating the Grand Opening on the SN’s newly 
rebuilt Educational Longhouse on September 27, 2012.  The ceremonial opening included 
one of the highest honors of the Stó:lō.  
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Community Development Program (CDD) 
Employment Services 
 

ACTT VIII (Aboriginal Career Training Team) 
 

This was the 8th ACTT Program that Stó:lō 
Nation hosted. As in the past, there were 
wonderful participants that were a joy to have 
around Building 5.  
 
The team leaders this year were Trevor 
Kilsby, Nicole Aquash, Jennifer Lee, Chelsea 
Hall; Elia Julian was the Coordinator and Britt 
Felix made a brilliant documentary video 
about the program. There were four teams 
with very original names. They were the Triple 
I’s (Indigenous Indigo Indians), The Orange 
Avengers, The Lucky Pennies and the Cookie 
Monsters. The theme of the program was 
Social Enterprise. Each Monday, the 
participants had a guest speaker to help 
inspire their project for the week – they then 
spent the remainder of the week preparing for 
Friday’s presentations. Doing the 
presentations provided all the youth with the 
opportunity to develop great skills including 
public speaking, team work and hands-on 
experience. 
 
The participants volunteered at the Elders Gathering and each group produced a radio 
program at the HAWK radio station, which played on the HAWK radio in August 2012. The 
team put together this amazing work experience project and was nominated for a Fraser 
Valley Cultural Diversity Award in 2012. 

Career Fair – Building a Future 
 
The Aboriginal Employment and Career Fair 
held on Friday, February 08, 2013 at the 
Chilliwack Landing Sports Centre (Ag-Rec), 
was a huge success.  
This year was the 10th Annual Career Fair. 
Fifty exhibitors attended including employers 
and educational institutions and a few new 
exhibitors. There were approximately 500 
students from grades 6-12 who attended, with 
a few post-secondary students and adults. 

ACTT VIII Volunteers at Elders 
Gathering 

ACTT VIII Orientation Week 

ACTT VIII on a break! 

ACTT VIII on a break! 
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The youth received information on careers that they may want to pursue in the future. They 
asked questions and collected information from the enthusiastic exhibitors. Some excellent 
workshops were held throughout the day. The Family Violence Prevention Video, "Family 
Violence – A Moment of Decision" was released at the Career Fair.  
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Christmas Hampers 
 

Various SN departments donated time and money to 
the Stó:lō Nation Christmas Hampers. A total of 150 
hampers were distributed this year and it was a huge 
success. 
A huge thank you goes out to Stó:lō Aboriginal Skills 
and Employment Training (SASET) and the SASET 
Culinary Arts Program students and Coordinators for 
their exceptional job of putting the Hampers together. 
On the morning that the Hampers were ready for pick 
up from the Culinary Arts program, the Community 
Development staff drove in a caravan to the Culinary 
Arts Centre.    

Students at the Career Fair Over 50 exhibitors at Career Fair 

Feedback from Participants of the Career Fair 
 

"We enjoy bringing students to this event every year because it is a worthwhile cause and a real eye opener 
for them.  It really gets them thinking about their career choices and what path they have to take to get there. 
The lunch and workshops are always enjoyable too. Thank you to all the organizers in making this a 
successful day." (Teacher) 

"Today I learned many different things you could do when you graduate, or even now." (Student) 

"I learned what it takes to be a police officer, a helicopter pilot, a veterinarian, and the environmental booths 
interested me greatly as well. I am glad I went to the Career Fair today." (Student) 

"I met a lot of nice people at the Career Fair and now I know all my options and can think about what I want 
to do when I graduate.” (Student)  
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Jenny – Rm. 111 Tammy – Rm. 113 

Skawahlook           582 Aitchelitz            558 

Skowkale                571 Matsqui              565 

Tzeachten               575 Popkum              585 

Yakweakwioose     576 Shxwha:y           570 

 Squiala               574 

 

Social Development Services 
Social Assistance Delivery 
 

The Social Assistance caseload for FY 2012-2013 shows the number of families receiving 
assistance in each category: Employable, Work Opportunity Program WOP/ASARET, 
Persons with Persistent Multiple Barriers, Persons with Disabilities, and Child out of Parental 
Home. 

Table 1-Social Assistance Caseload, FY 2012-2013 
 

 APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR 

EMP 29 29 25 26 21 23 21 21 20 21 21 23 

# people 62 62 60 58 44 47 44 46 45 43 45 49 

W/A 100 98 99 91 82 80 82 86 94 97 98 93 

# people 167 166 173 164 148 135 141 154 167 170 179 165 

PPMB 16 16 14 12 17 15 15 16 16 14 16 16 

# people 26 26 25 21 26 24 24 22 25 23 25 25 

PWD 32 29 29 29 28 29 29 28 16 29 28 25 

# people 35 32 32 32 31 33 33 31 19 32 31 28 

COPH 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 8 11 10 10 10 

Total Files 190 185 180 171 161 160 160 159 157 171 173 167 
 

Stó:lō Nation Social Development's  caseload for the year decreased from 190 files (480 
people including children) to 167 files (434 people including children). This continues the 
trend of reducing dependency on Social Assistance. The benefit of requesting a monthly 
Employment Action Plan (EAP) is useful in looking for small steps that lead towards 
employment in the field that the client has expressed an interest in working in. 
 
With the change in Child Out of Parent Home 
Program (discontinued by the Federal government 
in FY 2011-2012) there was a small decrease in 
applicants.  Caregivers covered by the program at 
the time were grandfathered and no new applicants 
were accepted.  Due to caseload changes, the 
Financial Aide Workers (FAWs) are being moved. 
 
Three (3) Work Opportunity Program (WOP) projects employed 9 clients this fiscal year. 
These were the Matsqui Garden project (ended in November 2012), Gift Shop Retail 
Assistant (ended March 31 2013) and Stó:lō Maintenance Helpers (ongoing). 
 
Due to being recognized as zero financial risk, and having best practice due to full reporting 
and passing the last compliance review by 100%, Stó:lō Nation was one of six communities 
in BC chosen to take part in a project called "Center of Excellence". As a Centre, SN will 
provide support, mentorship and supplies to communities to assist them to deliver social 
programming and pass compliance reviews. Stó:lō Nation will also provide training and 
networking opportunities to Fraser Valley and Fraser Canyon Band Social Development 
workers.   
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Income tax processing was a strong success again this past year with the staff completing 
550 applications for local community members and some beyond the Fraser Valley.   

 

L'il Gift Gallery/ Iyeqthet Program 
 

The Iyeqthet participants 
learned to make crafts 
and gather cedar, as well 
as making biweekly visits 
to the Stó:lō Elders 
Lodge. The group and 
the elders also went on a 
cedar gathering outing 
and a trip to Victoria to 
Lt. Governor Stephen 
Point's office and home. 
 
The CDD staff continued 
to volunteer at the 
annual Stó:lō Children’s 
Festival. The staff 
cooked approximately 600 pieces of bannock.  The SNHS provided all the supplies.  The 
group also helped the Cultural Committee with cooking, barbequing salmon, ushers and 
doing maintenance for the four main cultural events that Stó:lō Nation hosts each year.  
 
In November, the staff participated in the 10th Annual Chilliwack Craft Crawl, at the request 
of the Stó:lō Tourism Committee.  This was a four-day event and brought in close to 400 
people, most of whom had never been in the SN Gift Shop.  It was a huge hit to provide free 
samples of bannock, having an artist onsite and the Interpretive Center open.  

 
There were repeat 
customers all over 
the Chilliwack area 
from this event. The 
Chilliwack Distance 
Education Centre 
requested SN to 
provide a series of 
craft workshops at 
the centre.   
 
June 22, 2012 was 
the move and Grand 
Opening of the newly 
renovated Gift Shop. 
 

Iyeqthet participants escort Elders to visit 
Lt. Governor Stephen Point 

A:lmelhawtxw's new outdoor Longhouse 
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Students being drummed in at SD33 
Aboriginal Awards 

Education Services 
A:lmelhawtxw  
 

Headstart and Daycare 
With the support of the First Nation and Urban 
Aboriginal ECD Reinvestment Initiative Grant Funding 
A:lmelhawtxw, "caring for our children"  has extended 
opportunities for children and families. An indoor gym 
space was created to promote health and physical 
activity. The outdoor play space had upgrades and the 
addition of a replica longhouse. A local artist has 
incorporated murals throughout the Centre to promote 
language, culture and traditions. A much-needed 
Language Nest Program was also implemented. 
Sqwéltel Sthíyáltxw Language Nest has proven to be a 
great success and will continue next school year. 
 

Mission Aboriginal Family Place  
The program is a huge success 
operating at the Mission Friendship 
Centre. The participation from the 
community tripled and is climbing. 
A:lmelhawtxw nominated Centre 
Supervisor, Tara McLaughlin for 
the 2012 BC Aboriginal Child Care 
Society, Aboriginal Child Care 
Recognition Award. This particular 
award is truly a success for the 
community. It has demonstrated 
the dedication in teaching 
language, culture and traditions to 
Aboriginal children. 
 
Kindergarten to Grade 12 

 
The Chilliwack School District Aboriginal 
Awards Ceremony was held on May 23, 
2013 at the Ag-Rec Centre in Chilliwack. 
Over 1200 were in attendance and over 
250 Stó:lō students were honored.  
 

The school supply cheques were issued 
in August 2012. The 2012-2013 Nominal 
Roll was completed with a total of 267 
students. 
 

The new indoor play space with murals 
 

A:lmelhawtxw's Preschool 
Graduates  
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Breanna Miller from Mentorship program addresses  
students at the Aboriginal Awards 

Aboriginal Mentorship Program 
 
The Aboriginal Mentorship 
Program is a joint venture 
between the Chilliwack School 
District 33 and Stó:lō Nation CDD. 
The mentorship program is within 
the first year of implementation 
and works with Aboriginal youth 
and their families, within 
Chilliwack School District. Youth 
are referred to the program 
through the school. 
 
Mentors work one-on-one and in 
groups with the youth to build on 
their social and emotional skills. Mentors also support and work with the families to create 
context for success – academically and socially. The staff liaised with schools to build on 
communication, provided advocacy, and ensured cultural sensitivity and inclusion.   
 
The mentorship program works with 30 youth representing 13 First Nations communities and 
10 Chilliwack schools. The program has experienced considerable success, with many youth 
and their families participating. Youth have been able to improve their experience at their 
current school, or have found more suitable school placements that foster their gifts. Other 
youth have worked very hard to avoid 'dropping-out' of this academic year. Students have 
enjoyed social, recreational, and academic experiences within a cultural context. Youth and 
family events hosted by the program have been well attended. It has been recognized that 
the program has created a small community of youth, parents, and school personnel, all with 
the same common goal: the success of these youth.   

Post Secondary 
 

Applications were processed for 70 
students; a significant increase from 29 
students last fiscal year. Graduates this 
year included: Masters of Communication, 
Bachelor of Arts, Business Administration 
Diploma, and Advanced Music Production. 
 

 Longhouse Extension Program 
 
The Longhouse Extension programming 
endeavors to improve the opportunities for 
the public to become knowledgeable and 
sensitive to the historical and current role of Stó:lō history, culture, traditions and language. 
There are three methods in delivering this program: cultural sharing through cultural tour 
presentations hosted in the new Stó:lô Resource Centre; Longhouse and Interpretive Centre; 
and Ethno Botanical Garden.  

Semoya Dancers, entertaining and educating 
( Darwin Douglas and Jace Chappell pictured) 
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Justin Williams and Russell Williams 

The second is by cultural events open 
to the community and the public. 
These events are: 
 
 First Salmon Ceremony-200 people in 

attendance 
 Spring Burning-Central Region–approximately 

30 people in attendance 
 Fall Burning–Eastern Region–approximately 30 

people in attendance 
 Veterans Day–300 people in attendance 
 Aboriginal Day Celebration 

 
The third is a Satellite program: 
Steqó:ye which provided cultural 
presentation in 80 school visits in FY 
2012-2013 and provided 20 
presentations for a variety of audiences and events. 
 
Stó:lō  Shxwelí Program 
 

Stó:lō Shxwelí's goal and objective is to "revive, and keep Stó:lō Halq:emelyem alive". Stó:lō 
Nation has one fluent speaker, Elizabeth Phillips. The program is working diligently with her 
to translate and record as much of the language as possible. These are some of the 
highlights: 
 
 Vocabulary: 8000+ studio recordings; 
 Elders' stories: 70+ extended stories; 
 Communicative Phrases: 4 extensive textbooks with multimedia; 
 ECE phrasebook (Shxwelí assisting SN ECE program); 
 New High-Quality Multimedia Storybook & App (Shxwelí assisting Monkey Media 

professional developers); 
 22-Lesson Communicative Textbook, with Audio (Shxwelí in cooperation with Chehalis  & 

First People’s); 
 Passing the Torch:  Training the new generation of speakers; and 
 Print materials (class printouts, alphabets). 
 

New technology has facilitated the program to go satellite 
and through the web. The newest feature is the blog 
concept. All blogs are fully functional now – private 
access is available. The blog will go before a cultural 
review committee before being formally launched. There 
will be an official ceremony for the launching of this web 
feature.  
 
"Now my mission in life is also on its way, and that's to assist 
in teaching the children of tomorrow that their language will not 
die. You will always hear my voice." - Elizabeth Herrling Ts'ats'elexwot (Elizabeth 

Herrling) 
 

http://www.amazon.ca/s?_encoding=UTF8&field-author=Ts%27ats%27elexwot%20(Elizabeth%20Herrling)&search-alias=books-ca
http://www.amazon.ca/s?_encoding=UTF8&field-author=Ts%27ats%27elexwot%20(Elizabeth%20Herrling)&search-alias=books-ca
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Kwas Hoy! Our Thank You to the Elders 

Qwí:qwelstóm Justice  
 
In FY 2012-2013 Stó:lō Nation entered 
into another one year agreement with 
the Department of Justice. The 
agreement stems from the Aboriginal 
Justice Strategy.  The mandate is to 
address the over-representation of 
Aboriginal people in the Canadian 
Judicial System.  

Criminal Files 
 
The core of the work stems from 
criminal files referred by the RCMP, 
Crown Counsel and community 
members. Qwí:qwelstóm opened 100 
new cases. The last quarter of the year 
was particularly busy with clients and circles.    
 
The work with clients and expertise in arranging and hosting circles continues to evolve. 
Qwí:qwelstóm had 37 circles, 20 meetings including ceremonial and 31 correction 
meetings/teachings and crafts this year.  Elders were utilized in all the circles and also 
attended meetings to help the program. The process continues to grow with the help of the 
community and elders.  Stó:lō Nation has mentored many communities throughout Canada 
as they set up their own process.   
 
Respectful Relationships Program 
 
This last year a number of men 
graduated from the Respectful 
Relationship group, a ten week course 
co-facilitated by Justin Williams, Frank 
Charlie and a member of the Chilliwack 
Community Corrections office. The 
course provides a variety of methods to 
communicate when encountering 
conflict.   
 
Community Gatherings  
  
Qwí:qwelstóm held 2 community information sessions at Leq’a:mel and Cheam, as well as 
hosted the Annual Thank You event for the Stó:lō Nation House of Elders.  It was well 
attended and the elders were blessed by Stó:lō Drummers and cleansed with cedar bows.  
Qwí:qwelstóm and Community Development also formalized a partnership with PLEA 
Community Services Society of BC and honored Alan Markwart, retiring Assistant Deputy 
Minister responsible for design and implementation of the Child and Youth Mental Health 
Plan. The event was well attended and included a performance from the Stó:lō drummers.    

Honouring Alan Markwart, 
Celebrating PLEA 

 

http://www.amazon.ca/s?_encoding=UTF8&field-author=Ts%27ats%27elexwot%20(Elizabeth%20Herrling)&search-alias=books-ca
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Chart 1- Sto:lo Nation Revenues 
FY 2012-2013 

Finance and Administration Services (FAS)  
 
The Finance and Administration staff continued to perform routine finance and administration 
functions.   
 
Payroll and Benefits 
 
In FY 2012-13 Stó:lō Nation welcomed 122 new employees hired in various departments for 
an average total of 192 employees per pay run.  
 
Through a funding proposal with SASET, FAS was able to able to hire six (6) summer 
students. Two of these students performed administrative duties in office the while the other 
four worked with Property and Capital Management maintaining the Stó:lō Nation grounds. At 
the end of their summer employment, FAS and the summer students were treated to a 
Chilliwack River Valley Place Name Tour. 

 
 
Monitoring of Contracts and Related Tasks 
 
This fiscal year, Stó:lō Nation (SN) operated 
on 38 revenue contracts with the main 
funding sources being Aboriginal Affairs and 
Northern Development Canada, Human 
Resource Development and Health Canada.  
Meetings were held with various funding 
agencies to help secure the next fiscal year 
funding agreements that were finalized and 
approved. 
 
Revenue and Expenditures 
 
Stó:lô Nation revenue from various sources 
was approximately $ 24.8 million. The 
expenditures were $ 24.9 million plus 830K 
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Chart 3- SN Staffing Distribution 
as of March 31, 2013 

in annual amortization.  Chart 1 shows the SN Revenues received for the fiscal year by 
program and Chart 2 shows the consolidated statement of revenues and expenditures.  
 
At the time of printing, adjustments in the financial statistics were still ongoing and the final 
information will be distributed via the Annual Audit. 
 

 
 
Personnel Services 
 
Personnel services and assistance continue 
to be provided by the Human Resource 
Coordinator.  Throughout the fiscal year 
there were 316 employees at Stó:lô Nation.  
The employees were complemented by 41 
summer students deployed in the various 
programs and services.  Chart 3 shows the 
staffing distribution for the fiscal year. 
 
Other Accomplishments  
 
 5 new jobs posted and currently in various stages of postings and completion.  
 Interviews were conducted for 2 Daycare Coordinator applicants.   
 4 employees enrolled for pension and benefits.   
 1 application for short term disability was submitted to Great West Life.   
 2 employees are currently on long term disability.  
 60 resumes from various applicants received and in various stages of processing. 
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Communications and Media Relations  
 
Stó:lō Nation is committed to the enhancement of its internal and external communications 
including media relations. The organization has improved its engagement strategies with the 
member First Nations with a wide array of exciting events and education sessions, to keeping 
an updated website (www.stolonation.bc.ca) and strong online presence through popular 
social networks such as Facebook and Twitter. 
 
Information materials, brochures, and flyers were distributed to the communities.  The 
monthly Nation-wide newsletter (Sqwelqwels Ye Stó:lō) was also delivered free of charge and 
are now available electronically.  
 
Records Management 
 
The maintenance of the Records Classification System (RCS), Records Retention Schedule 
(RRS) and the Management of the Records Centre (RC) remain a priority. Chart 4 shows the 
routine records management accomplishments this fiscal year. 
 

 
 
 
Indian Registration Administration (IRA) 
 
The IRA provided continuing duties and responsibilities for Indian Registration. Chart 5 
shows statistical information generated regularly.  The data entry of CIS information into the 
IRS is a continuing task.  For FY 2012-2013, a total of 382 status cards were issued. 
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Chart 4-Summary of Records Management Outputs 
FY 2012-2013  

http://www.stolonation.bc.ca/
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Central Administrative Support Services 
 
SN provided centralized administration support to its programs and services, specifically: 
reception; mail sorting and delivery; meeting room bookings; vehicle bookings and 
maintenance; requests for moves/additions for landline and cellular phones, maintenance 
and requests for office equipment (fax and copier machines), keyscan issuing and 
maintenance,  and other related services. 
 
Property and Capital Management 
 
Stó:lô Nation building maintenance and grounds keeping at the Coqualeetza and 
Pekw’xe:yles sites are continually being upgraded and improved upon. This fiscal year saw 
the renovation and move of the old portable #2 from the corner of the Coqualeetza site to 
align with the other portables.  
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Planning, Policy Development, Research, Monitoring and Technical Assistance 
 
Updating of the Stó:lô Nation Operational Policy Manual (SNOPM) and the Finance and 
Administration Operations Manual (FAOM) is ongoing.  Other routine tasks include: the 
preparation of the current fiscal yearend annual report; updates of the SN Population Table; 
and assistance in the development of project proposals/program reviews. 
 
Assistance in the development, and/or review of technical papers, discussion papers and 
other planning, policy development and program-related information, including the 
development and/or revision of Terms of References (TORs) for various areas of concern is a 
continuing task.  Job descriptions were developed, reviewed, revised and registered. Several 
programs and project reviews were completed and new project proposals were developed.   
 
Information Technology (IT) 
 
This year, Stó:lō Nation migrated to Windows 7 and 
Office 2010 that now comprises the vast majority of 
desktop systems.  In the process, the Nation has 
upgraded antivirus software and now sees a drastic 
reduction in virus and malware incidents. Other 
accomplishments are listed below. 
 
1. Replaced/installed 68 desktop and laptop 

systems. 
2. Replaced/installed 14 printers. 
3. Upgraded air conditioning and backup A/C 

systems in IT equipment rooms. 
4. Upgraded the network monitoring system which alerts IT staff to outages and tracks the 

overall performance and usage trends. 
5. Assisted several agencies and departments in their respective moves: 

 Ts’elxwéyeqw Tribes move to Building 8A; 
 Syixcha'awt Gift Shop’s return to the newly renovated cedar Longhouse Extension 

Program (Building 19); 
 Stó:lô Aboriginal Skills and Employment Training (SASET) opening of the new Culinary 

program at the former downtown campus of the University of the Fraser Valley; and 
 SASET department move to Building 2. 

6. Trained Administration staff in the use of new phone system database to keep it more up 
to date and synchronized with the IT’s electronic directory of staff accounts. 
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Stó:lō Aboriginal Skills and Employment Training 
(SASET) 
SASET provides employment and training services funded by a contribution 
agreement with Service Canada to First Nations individuals who are: status/non status, on/off 
reserve and Inuit regardless of their place of origin in Canada that are residing within our 
catchment area which extends from Surrey to Boston Bar (both sides of the Fraser River) and 
the three communities of Samaquam, Skatin, and Douglas. 

SASET strives to fulfill the following objectives: to provide quality intake, assessment and 
referral of services to assist each client in the development of a realistic action plan towards 
employment, provide access to quality programming that will ensure client movement along 
the employability continuum to eventually reach their employment goals. The Aboriginal Skills 
and Employment Training (ASET) model is built on the three pillars of 1-Demand Driven, 2-
Partnerships, and 3-Accountability. SASET has successfully developed effective partnerships 
and relationships with multiple stakeholders in Aboriginal employment and training.  

SASET has not received a budget increase from Service Canada in the 
last two-five year service agreements, moving from AHRDA to the new 
agreement under the ASET provisions of Service Canada. SASET 
undertook a “restructuring” of how services were administered over the 
past two years, realizing savings in administrative costs which were then 
brought back to increase the ability to provide direct employment 
services. This restructuring has seen services expand, a growth in 
community/client access to employment services and training and 
employment results. 

SASET provides employment counseling services throughout the catchment area, the 
following services are offered: trained employment counselors who are able to assist with job 
search and labour market information, photo copying & fax, job posting board, resource 
library, education & training information, assessments and development of essential skills for 
specified trades development and through application and meeting criteria, access funding 
for skills training and development.  

Employment counselors can be accessed through various locations, 
check www.saset.ca for office hours in the following communities: 
Boston Bar, Chawathil, Cheam, Sts’ailes, Free Reign Associates in 
Hope,  Katzie, Leq’a:mel, Lower Stl’atl’lmx Tribal Council 
(communities of Douglas, Samaquam & Skatin), Matsqui, Mission 
Work BC, Mission Friendship Centre, Scowlitz, Seabird Island, 
Shxwha:y Village, Shxw’ow’hamel, Skwah First Nations, Soowahlie, 
Spuzzum, Squiala, Tzeachten, Stó:lō Outreach (bldg. 2 on Vedder 
Road, Chilliwack, BC), Surrey Aboriginal Training & Employment 
Cooperative. Please note that clients are welcome at any of the employment services offices 
in the catchment area. 

http://www.saset.ca/
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SASET has served a minimum of 2158 clients (some clients are “drop in” and are not always 
added into our Service Canada data base that reflects the following statistics) of those clients 
2158 clients, 9,215 what is referred to as “interventions” has taken place: “interventions” 
consist of career decision making, workshop participation, certificate training, employment 
counseling, Essential Skills assistance, job search, to name a few. SASET is proud to report 
of the 2,158 clients we provided services to 582 are employed, 400 have returned to school, 
157 continue at last count to be unemployed, and 469 are considered “unspecified” (may be 
employed/haven’t kept contact with employment counselors, have lost contact due to 
changing phone numbers/addresses, a transient population base in urban areas and other 
factors).  

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 
 
SASET Employer focused programs 

The following categories have a restricted budget and very specific criteria, yet have realized 
great successes with a total of 55 community contracts in the past fiscal year serving a total 
of 1,428 participants. 

The Targeted Wage Subsidies is an employer wage subsidy to hire a full time position, 
leading to permanent employment. To provide the employment opportunity for an 
unemployed participant who requires assistance to overcome existing or anticipated labour 
market barriers. SASET has assisted a number of communities in areas such as: booking, 
campground manager/maintenance, housing and social development trainees, finance clerk 
and file clerks through 7 contracts that included employment opportunities for 9 individuals.  

The Work-place Based Training/Job Development is a program that encourages employers 
to train employees who are at risk of layoff with required skills for job retention. A total of 7 
community contracts provided 13 individuals with office/administration/computer training that 
ensured their continued employment. 

Chart 6-SASET Case files FY 2012-2013 Chart 7-Community Employment Contracts 
FY 2012-2013 
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The Direct Course Purchase is for under or unemployed people to receive training to ensure 
long term employment. Through 12 community contracts, 439 individuals received training in 
certificate programs such as: Foodsafe, First Aid, Security Guard, H2S Alive, Chainsaw 
Training, Traffic Control, Forklift, Computer training, Snowmobile & Swift Water Rescue, 
Building Service Worker, Tourism and Hospitality: First Host, Serving it Right, Trailblazer, 
Cashier Training, to name a few. 

The Summer Career Placement is an employer wage subsidy program to hire secondary and 
post-secondary students for temporary employment. The program focuses on providing work 
experience and developmental learning for “in-school youth who are returning to school”.  A 
total of 26 community contracts were funded that provided 124 students in summer jobs 
which included, but were not limited to: campsite management, administrative support, 
forestry, youth activities coordinator, summer camp leaders, event assistant, retail, fisheries, 
archive assistant, maintenance, elders coordinator, property maintenance, nursing assistant 
to name a few. 

The Youth Initiatives is a summer- based programming in Trades Training and Leadership 
training and has provided funding for 2 contracts to support an employment experience for an 
additional 51 youth. This initiative also assists in funding the Stó:lō Career Fair that is hosted 
annually to the youth in the Fraser Valley. 

The Youth in Trades was one of the Youth Initiative projects that partnered with Chilliwack 
School District 33 trades program. Ten (10) participants were shortlisted from their 
applications/interviews to participate as “paid employees” during the summer of 2012.  

The participants received Employability/Life Skills training, their First Aid and Food Safe 
Certificates and experienced a week in a “boot camp” style of skills development in Welding, 
Construction, Culinary, Automotive and met at the end of the program with a School District 
Counselor to ensure they were enrolled in the correct pre requisites to pursue their chosen 
“trade” in the secondary trades program. All participants are pursuing the “trade” of their 
choice through their enrolment in secondary school completion.  
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Aboriginal Career Training Team (ACTT)  

The ACTT Program has a great impact on those involved, and has been an astonishing 
experience to witness the transformation in the participants. Not only have they been 
exposed to career possibilities that are out there for them, but they have acquired the 
necessary skills needed in both the workplace and in their education. These participants and 
team leaders walk away from the ACTT program prepared to work or go on with education. 
They were able to develop work ethics, learned to work individually as well as in a team, and 
learned the satisfaction of work itself.  

All program proposals over $50,000.00 in value are reviewed and approved by the SASET 
Advisory Committee, a committee of individuals who reside in the SASET catchment area, 
not representing community, politics, or specific industry/businesses, but bring a wide range 
of experience to assist in decision making based on their experience in employment and 
training and knowledge of the SASET Labour Market. 

Vocational/Trades Training Funding 

There are three categories within this funding which clients can apply for assistance by 
visiting their SASET Employment Counselor and meeting the criteria of the outlined 
applications for training.  

Table 2-SASET Vocational/Trades Funding 

Community Area # of Clients # Employed # Still in 
School TTW STT LTT Results 

SASET 17 3 7 16 4 
LSTC 1 2 5 1 0 
Surrey 13 2 5 17 3 
Seabird 6 1 10 7 6 
Chehalis 2 1 3 5 1 
Boston Bar 0 0 1 1 0 
Spuzzum/Yale 3 9 4 6 0 
Cheam 4 3 2 4 0 
Chawathil/Hope 15 0 0 12 0 
Shxw’owhamel 2 0 0 2 0 

Voc/funding total 72 clients 23 clients 52 clients 85 15 

The categories include: 1. Transition to Work (TTW): Assisting with clothing, work gear, 
transportation. 2. Short-term Training (STT): training program ranges from 2 to 30 days in 
duration. Examples of which are: First Aid, Driver’s Training, Road Building Training, Forklift, 
Chainsaw Safety, Food safe, Serving it Rite, Basic Security Training, WHIMIS, Pipeline 
construction Safety Training. 3. Long-term Training (LTT): over 30 days and up to 1 year 
programs, examples are: Nursing, culinary arts, plumbing, automotive, electrical carpentry, 
welding, aboriginal justice, fitness training.  

Through restructuring the services to a centralized administration focus for FY 2012-2013, 
SASET was able to ensure this limited budget reached all areas of our catchment area and 
the number of clients we served totalled 147 in comparison to 85 participants in the prior 
2011/12 fiscal year.  
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BladeRunners Program 
 
SASET administers the BladeRunners program, a provincial government agreement that 
trains at-risk youth aged 15-30 (predominantly 17-24) for jobs in BC.   BladeRunners has 
enjoyed a high success rate and is one component of the Province’s strategy to address 
labour shortages and increase the active participation of Aboriginal people in B.C.’s 
economy. BladeRunners operates with funding from the Province, the Canadian federal 
government, community-based Delivery Agents and industry. The objective of BladeRunners 
is to train/place at-risk youth in permanent employment in construction/other industries, and 
to provide additional support to enhance their career potential. Services for BladeRunners are 
provided through the Foundation Program followed up with the Enhancement Program. 
 
Foundation Program – 2 to 3 weeks 
 
The Foundation Program provides unemployed, at-risk-youth with ongoing support, job 
readiness skills, and work-place training so they can overcome their barriers to employment 
and achieve long-term attachment to the workforce. The Program includes: Screening 
process that helps ensure participants meet employer expectations and identifies their 
Employment Insurance/Non-Employment Insurance status; Lifeskills; Health and Safety 
certificate training; employability skills; and Job coaching (including out of office hours) that 
supports participant transition through the pre-employment phase and especially through 
their first 3 months of employment, providing advice and encouragement to manage their 
adjustment into long term employment and those barriers which previously held them back. 
 
Enhancement Program 
 
The Enhancement Program 
provides potential, current or 
established Foundation Program 
participants with tailored 
enhanced support, job readiness 
skills, and/or work place training. 
The length of the training varies 
according to sector. 
 
 
 
 
Aboriginal Employment Training Program (ATEP) - The 
Province of BC Advanced Education 
 
The criteria for client application for funding supports from 
ATEP is the client must be either on Social Assistance, 
under or unemployed. Clients cannot be on EI or EI reach 
back. ATEP funded the Pre-Trades Culinary Arts Program, 
Road Builders and Health Care Assistant programs. All 
programs have been considered a great success by ATEP 
and funded will be extended into the 2013/14 fiscal year. 

FY 2012 – 2013 Enhancement Training for 
123 youth  

 

 Intro to Bus. Administration  –  15 

 Firefighters – 12 

 Construction/General Labourer - 55 

 Culinary Arts - 6 

 Health Care Assistant  – 10 

 Oil and Gas – 11 

 Transportation Trades – 14 
 

 

Pictured above are two of the 12 Blades on the job fighting fire.  
All 12 were employed by the end of the training. 
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The SASET Pre-Trades Culinary Arts Program is funded by ATEP and is a 16 week 
introduction to the culinary arts trade. The course encompasses an introduction to the same 
units you would have in a year course but focusing on the foundations of culinary arts and the 
development of employment and essential skills building to build the “skills” levels to assist in 
successful course completion and employment readiness. The course outline of the program 
is as follows: 
 
On the “Foundations” portion of the program the focus is on employment skills and essential 
skills upgrading. Using cooking as the “vessel” in which we can train and enhance the already 
existing talents our students bring to the program, students will have an individualized 
nurturing atmosphere to learn. Due to the fast pace provided in the hospitality industry, it is a 
great way to exercise and hone the tools and techniques to excel in the work place: multi-
tasking, organization, time management and respect for your fellow co-worker are exercised 
every day and allow students to start building the repertoire of employability skills towards full 
time gainful employment. 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The three week practicum placement is designed to provide the students with an experience 
in an active kitchen, to put into action punctuality, attendance, and true workplace trained 
skills working in the hospitality industry. Supporters of this program have been very 
welcoming and enthusiastic in taking our students as practicum placements and often 
providing full time employment when their practicum is completed. Bravo’s, Earls, 
Sandpiper/Rowena’s, Garrison Bistro, Bozzini’s, White Spot, Major League, Harrison Hotel 
are a sample of how labour market providers in the food industry have embraced this 
program. 
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To date we have had 33 students enrolled in the program 19 successful graduates, 11 of 
which are full time employed, 8 are attending further culinary training or other employment 
opportunities. 
 
The Culinary Arts Program also assisted the Community Development Department in 
ordering food product and assembling SASET Christmas Hampers for Stó:lō Nation. 
Together we were able to cost- manage purchasing though the culinary program for the food 
products for the hampers, package and assemble 150 Christmas hampers with the 
assistance of the students. 
 
Road Builders 
 
SASET was funded for 15 participants through ATEP to train 
individuals in the field of Road Building. This program was 
provided in two locations, one with a group of 8 in Sts’ailes and 
another program of 7 hosted at the Surrey Aboriginal Training 
and Employment Cooperative (ATEC) classroom with 
participants from the Katzie area. The program is a certified 
Industry Training Authority (ITA) program and is also the 
prerequisite course for those who want to take the Heavy 
Equipment Operators (HEO) certification.  
 
 
All 15 participants successfully completed the certified 8-week 
program that included a cultural component in the identification 
and reorganization and preservation of traditional/cultural sites 
in the development of lands. Of the 15 participants, 12 are 
currently employed, 2 are undergoing further training and 1 is 
unemployed. 
 
Health Care Assistant Program 
 
SASET was funded for 15 
participants to take the 
certified Health Care Assistant 
(HCA) program. Eighteen (18) 
students were enrolled in this 
10- month program, and 13 
are expected to graduate. 
Some of the participants have 
already been offered full time 
employment during their 
practicum placement. It is 
anticipated that all will 
complete the program with 
employment offers in 
community or provincial care 
facilities. 
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Vancouver Community College (VCC) Partnership in Training 
 
In January 2013, VCC provided SASET funding for the fourth quarter deliverables of funding 
supports that included: one of the 3 weeks of “Foundations” training in SASET’s pre-trades 
culinary program (VCC anticipates future partnerships with SASET Culinary Arts Program); 
the “Certificate Lift Package” which included the training opportunity for 12 participants to 
be certified in Forklift, Bobcat (front end loader), Scissor Lift, and Boom Lift (training located 
in the Surrey area through employment counsellor referrals from ATEC); and VCC also 
provided funding for 12 participants to receive their: Chain Saw Certificate; Flagging 
Certificate and H2S Alive Certificate. VCC funding provided lunch/refreshments during 
training, travel assistance and safety equipment for individuals who took the training.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
BC Centre for Employment Excellence  
 
SASET is proud to have been chosen by the BC Centre for Employment Excellence to be 
recognized as an example of employment and training “excellence”. SASET was showcased 
in two videos on the Centre’s website: one for employment counseling in small communities 
and the other feature is the Pre-trades Culinary Program. Permission to copy these videos 
have been granted and will soon be posted on the SASET.  
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Stó:lō Nation Health Services (SNHS) 
 

Health Management 
 
First Nation and Inuit Health Branch (FNIHB)-Health Transfer Agreement (HTA) 
 
SNHS completed the 1st year implementation review of the Community Health Plan on May 
31, 2010 with staff and member communities being served. The review came up with 
recommendations to revamp the following: mental health; addictions; trauma; suicide; 
diabetes; and transportation. 
 
On November 30, 2012, SNHS developed a realignment option using the concept of 
Community Wellness Worker (CWW) and was approved for implementation.  The 
realignment took the existing mental health and addictions dollars to fund this project and 
agreed that: SN Health Services Committee will merge with the HUB committee effective 
January 31, 2013 and will meet every second month; and SN Health Services will be a 
standing agenda item on the HUB committee meetings.  
 
The CWW provides services to individuals, families, and communities utilizing a holistic and 
generalist approach to Health and Wellness.  The primary role is to improve the quality of life 
of First Nation people by actively promoting and supporting healthy lifestyle alternatives and 
approaches.  This goal is to be achieved using professional and paraprofessional skills within 
the context of the Health Wellness Model. The CWW is an integral part of the Health Team in 
providing integrated and holistic community health programs. 
 
Community Flow-Through Agreements and “Graduation Process”: 
 
The terms and conditions of the flow-through agreements was redrafted and Table 3 shows 
what each community has in their Flow-Through Agreement. 

 
Table 3- Community Flow-Through Agreements 

 
COMMUNITY FLOW-THROUGH AGREEMENTS 

1. Aitchelitz Brighter Futures   
2. Leq’a:mel      Brighter Futures DWSP Health Governance Funding 

BHC CEDO NNADAP 
3. Matsqui   Brighter Futures CEDO Health Governance 

BHC DWSP CPNP 
NNADAP   

4. Skawahlook Brighter Futures   
5. Skowkale Brighter Futures   
6. Shxwa:y Village No Agreement Signed   
7. Sumas  Brighter Futures Health Governance CHR Funding 

BHC Leeway HCC 
YSAP DWSP Admin Support 
Clerk CPNP 2nd, 3rd level (MOH) 
O&M NNADAP Recruitment 

8. Tzeachten Brighter Futures  Health Governance 
9. Yakweakwioose No Agreement Signed   
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SHSC – Health Planning and Collaboration 
 
The committee met five times this fiscal year. There were presentations from programs and 
services staff including community representatives. The committee was part of the decision 
making on the operational functions of the programs and services delivered by the SNHS. 
 
First Nation Health Manager’s Association/Fraser Regional Caucus 
 
The group shared the following activities and accomplishments this fiscal year: 
  
1. Fraser Region Caucus Meeting on October 25, 2012 where the FNHA presented their 

annual report and audit. 
2. Announcement of a new agreement each FN has to sign with the FNHA due to the 

takeover of FNIHB in 2013. This will change the 10- year agreement signed with FNIHB 
on July 25, 2010. FNHA will come to each Nation to discuss the terms and conditions of 
the new agreement. 

3. FNHA is developing a new workbook on how to transform the programs and services 
currently held by FNIHB and to discuss with the First Nations in 2013. 

4. FNHDA Fraser Region elections on October 25, 2012 re-elected the SNHS Manager as 
Vice President. 

5. SNHS was elected to sit on the following strategy table committees on programs/services 
with FNHA – COHI, HIV/AIDS and Nursing Services. 

6. Participated in the community engagement review process. 
7. As VP of the FNHDA, developed and signed a historical Relationship Agreement with the 

FNHA on how the Health Directors in BC will be part of the Tripartite Process.  
8. FNHDA AGM – participated in 

five breakout sessions on the 
following topics to provide 
input: NIHB, FNHC website, 
Traditional Wellness, Primary 
Care and Health and Wellness 
Regional Health Plans. 

9. Witnessed the signing of the 
Health Partnership Accord with 
the Province of BC. 

 
Other Activities/Accomplishments: 
 
1. Completed all Health Services employee annual evaluation performances. 
2. Attended meeting with Chilliwack Division of Family Practice for the Fraser Health 

Authority re. Primary Care, Senior Clinics, Hospital care program and Residential care. 
3. Set up a briefing, discussion and position paper process for the SN political representative 

to present to the First Nation Health Council. 
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Community Clinics 
 
Jan. 8       Sumas 
Jan. 16     Leq’a;mel 
Jan. 21     Matsqui 
Jan. 28     SNHS 
 
Total number screened -35 
 

4. Dr. Jeevyn Chahal left her practice on February 2013 and Dr. Broncyn Mussell moved his 
practice to the Health facility. Negotiation started on having a pharmacy at SNHS. 

5. SN Health Team consisting of Chief Maureen Chapman; Executive Director Willy Hall; 
Community Engagement HUB Coordinator Kelowa Edel and Manager of Health Services 
Jeanine Lynxleg met monthly to discuss issues regarding health under various levels–
internally, FNHC, interim First Nation Authority, Fraser Salish Caucus and Fraser Health. 

6. Monthly senior management meetings and SNHS supervisors’ meetings with the staff. 
7. Monthly statistical and narrative reporting to the Executive Director, SN Service Agency 

and Stó:lō Nation Health Service Committee. 
 
Community Health Nurses (CHNs) 
 
The CHN program delivers comprehensive health promotion, public health and disease 
prevention programs for health concerns in First Nation’s communities.  Mandated programs 
include communicable disease control, immunization, and environmental health along with 
essential programs such as, child health clinics, chronic disease monitoring, perinatal and 
well adult clinics. Major challenges for the Community Health Program included an extensive 
medical leave for one remaining CHN from March to June and the hiring of two CHNs new to 
Community Health who required extensive orientation and training to have all programs 
running efficiently.  
 
Communicable Disease Control 
 
Due to many social determinants of health, First Nations people are at higher risk of 
developing higher rates of communicable diseases such as Tuberculosis (TB), sexually 
transmitted and blood borne infections (STBBI), the spread of influenza and other highly 
infectious respiratory illness. Many clinics and educational workshops were offered 
throughout the communities to reduce and address such issues, ie. Hand washing & cover up 
your cough campaigns and “Do all bugs need drugs?” 
 
Active TB has not been reported in the communities for the past 
5 years but it remains imperative that education, awareness and 
screening for those at risk and front line staff who work in the 
communities receive annual screening.  Although individual 
screening appointments are available to staff and community 
members “by appointment only”  to ensure that a CHN is 
available to read the test 48 hours later, the team decided to 
hold additional clinics in the communities. 
 
Sexually Transmitted and Blood Borne Infections (STBBI) screening is not provided by the 
CHNs at this time. However, the CHNs work in close partnership with the FHA, Public Health 
Nurses and General Practitioners associated with SNHS when contract tracing and 
notification is required. Many educational in-services were provider at health fairs, Girls and 
Boys Clubs, Shxwetetilthet - Stó:lō Alternate School,  Baby time,  Youth dances, Elders’ 
meetings, and during  professional development days  for staff. Additional activities included 
the distributions of condoms and harm reduction kits.  
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The CHW and CHN presented at the annual communicable disease conference for CHNs in 
Vancouver on March 14, 2013 supporting the implementation of the harm reduction kits in 
First Nations Communities.  During FY 2012-2013 SNHS was awarded additional funding 
from FHA, Aboriginal Health Services and First Health Inuit Health, HIV/STBBI Services to 
host a Youth Dance to increase awareness of personal safety, prevention of transmission, 
risk factors and local support services.  The dance included the well-known Aboriginal 
performance group, the “Red Power Squad Entertainment Ltd” from Edmonton. Their 
performance included fun and engaging ways of addressing serious personal safety issues 
as it pertains to HIV/AIDS/STBBIs. They concluded by providing DJ services for the youth 
until 11 pm. This event included a health fair supported by many local organizations and a 
dinner, all with a Halloween theme which provided a participatory activity on a Friday night. 
Many adults attended with a total of 55 youth in attendance.   
 
A pertussis outbreak was successfully controlled through the efforts of those who came 
forward to receive the free vaccines and all the health care providers who offered them. 
December 18, 2012 was declared the end of the pertussis outbreak that meant this will no 
longer be offered as a free vaccine. SHNS held 5 community clinics. 
 
SNHS and Chilliwack Public Health Unit held their 2nd annual joint flu clinic at the Tzeachten 
Hall on October 25. This clinic was open to the public and local First Nation Community 
members.  SNHS also held an additional 40  flu clinics in the following communities SEL, SN 
daycare and Head-start programs, longhouse in Skowkale, Skawahlook and Shxwa:y  Band 
offices,  Sumas  Health Centre,  Leq’á:mel and Matsqui  Community houses and the SN 
Health Services building.  This was the first year the FNIHB made a public statement that all 
employees who work directly with infants, children and elders are required to have the flu 
vaccine or wear a mask at all times until the end of the flu season (March).  
 

Table 4-Flu Season Vaccination (October – March, 2013) 
 

Age group Vaccine Antigent # community members 
6 months- 64 yrs.  vaxigrip 483 
65+ yrs. fluad 82 
Total   565 

 
Child Immunization Clinics 
 
Due to the shortage of staffing, no immunization clinics were held in the month of April. SNHS 
was able to partner with Fraser Health Authority to support services until the return of the 
CHN in June and once the new CHNs received their certification in October, regular 
scheduled clinics were offered every second week at SNHS and on an as-needed basis in 
Sumas, Matqui, and Leq’á:mel.  A total of 54 clinics were held. 
 

Table 5-Immunization Activity by Age Groups, FY 2012-2013 
 

 
AGE GROUPS 

# of persons immunized  
TOTAL JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 

0 - 6.99 0 14 9 16 8 11 16 22 16 26 7 6 151 

7 - 14.99 0 1 0 0 0 0 6 5 2 3 5 0 22 

15 + 0 3 2 0 7 5 15 8 10 0 5 4 59 

TOTAL 0 18 11 16 15 16 37 35 28 29 17 10 232 
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Table 6-Immunization Activity by Antigen, FY 2012-2013 
 

 # of persons immunized/by   
TOTAL ANTIGEN JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 

ADACEL 0 1 1 0 3 5 12 3 0 1 1 0 27 

VAXIGRIP (INFLUENZA) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 389 3 70 17 4 483 

GARDASIL 0 1 1 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 5 

HEPATITIS A 0 9 4 10 6 4 11 11 10 11 7 1 84 

HEPATITIS B 0 1 0 0 2 1 3 0 0 1 0 0 8 

INFANRIX-HEXA 0 7 5 5 5 5 5 12 3 13 4 5 69 

FLUADD (INFLUENZA) 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 75 2 3 0 0 82 

MENINGOCOCCAL C CONJUGATE 0 3 6 4 1 5 3 9 2 8 1 3 45 

MMR 0 3 2 2 2 2 2 0 1 2 0 1 17 

PEDIACEL 0 4 1 3 1 1 2 2 3 4 1 0 22 

PNEUMOCOCCAL 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 3 

PNEUMOCOCCAL CONJUGATE 0 7 6 5 3 5 6 10 3 13 2 5 65 

QUADRACEL 0 0 0 5 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 9 

ROTAVIRUS 0 4 4 3 2 4 4 8 1 10 2 4 46 

TETANUS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

VARICELLA 0 2 3 5 3 2 2 0 2 3 0 1 23 

TOTAL 0 42 33 42 29 36 55 522 31 139 35 24 988 

 

Table 7-Immunization Activity by Community, FY 2012-2013 
 

 
COMMUNITY 

# of persons immunized  
TOTAL JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 

   AITCHELITZ 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 1 0 1 6 

   LEQ'A:MEL 0 1 0 3 0 0 3 2 1 4 0 0 14 

   MATSQUI 0 3 0 1 0 2 2 8 1 3 2 0 22 

   POPKUM 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

   SHXWHA:Y VILLAGE 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 4 0 4 1 0 14 

   SKAWAHLOOK 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 

   SKOWKALE 0 2 0 1 2 2 6 5 4 3 0 1 26 

   SQUIALA 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 

   SUMAS 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 4 

   TZEACHTEN 0 5 5 3 2 3 5 6 4 5 1 1 40 

   YAKWEAKWIOOSE 0 1 1 2 0 0 6 0 0 2 0 0 12 

NON-AFFILIATED 0 5 3 4 4 8 19 14 5 6 7 3 78 

TOTAL 0 18 11 16 9 16 46 40 16 28 12 6 232 

 
Canada Parental Nutrition Program (CPNP)  
 
New moms (prenatal/postnatal) are offered  gift cards of $25.00 from a large chain grocery 
store that can be used in Chilliwack, Abbotsford, Mission and Langley, giving moms the 
flexibility to shop close to their comminutes. This incentive is to support the moms in making 
healthy food choices and maintaining a well-balanced diet, prenatally and up to one year post 
natal. They are given out on a monthly basis during their visit with the CHN or CHW.  In FY 
2012-2013 a total of 241 gift cards were handed out.  Matsqui, Leq’á:mel and Sumas  have 
now taken over their own CPNP programs and may have different incentives. The total of 
moms registered with the program this year was 33. 
 
Heart Health Awareness was celebrated during the month of February. Although the 
workshops were not well attended, the Community Health Team felt it was a very important 
health issue that needs to continue to be addressed.   
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Clinics Hosted 
 

April 13, 2012          Skawahlook 
January 10, 2013     Stó:lō Health 
June 28, 2012          Tzeachten 
January 17, 2013    Matsqui 
January 23, 2013    Leq’á:mel  
January 30, 2013   Shxwa:y Village 

Kidney Screening (Kidney 
Foundation) 

 
April 13, 2012   Skawahlook 
January 17, 2013   Matsqui 
January 23, 2013   Leq’á:mel  
May 30, 2013         Shxwa:y Village 

Community Health Workers (CHWs) 
 
The CHWs performed health promotion and prevention education and assistance through 
workshops, individual consultations, referrals, newsletter articles, health fairs and on-reserve 
community visits.  The CHWs made themselves available to the community on a weekly 
drop-in basis. CHWs were mobile and brought the applications needed to assist community 
members with NIHB reimbursement, MSP applications, CPNP visits, and other activities.  
 
Aboriginal Diabetes Initiatives (ADI) 
 
The CHWs linked up existing exercise groups in the communities with the Aboriginal 
Diabetes Initiative program to sponsor members to attend the exercise class. The exercise 
groups included Tzeachten’s Circuit Training, Zumba Class, Boot Camp and Chilliwack 
Gymnastics Club. The CHWs also provided one-on-one nutrition consultations with 
community members to include healthy beverages and snacks, meal planning, budgeting, 
setting SMART Goals, and taught proper portion sizes.   Upon completing each consultation, 
5 participants received a gift card to their local recreation centre.  

 
The CHWs facilitated the Food Skills for Families program- a 6-week class that include: 
variety for healthy eating; fabulous fruits, vegetables and whole grain goodness; meat and 
alternatives; milk and alternatives; healthy fats; planning healthy meals; snacks/beverages; 
savvy shopping; celebration-learning outcomes and major themes overview.   
The CHWs also worked alongside the dietician to host nutrition tours to teach participants 
how to navigate the grocery stores’ healthy aisles to include produce, meat and alternatives, 
dairy, and grains while learning the value of healthy fats and label reading. 
 
Canning 
 
SNHS hosted two four-days canning sessions at the Stó:lō Nation Longhouse and Leq’á:mel 
FN in August 2012. The participants valued the education sessions and handouts provided.  
 
Mobile Diabetes Clinic  
 
The CHWs worked with the Seabird Mobile Diabetes clinic to host 
clinics in the communities. 
 
Living a Healthy Lifestyle with Chronic Conditions 
 
Sessions were held at SNHS and at the Leq’á:mel Band office. 
Participants learned to understand and manage symptoms, 
making wishes known, advance directives for health care, healthy 
eating, exercising tips for people living with specific chronic 
illnesses, planning for the future and fears and reality. 
 
Elders Gathering 

The Community Health Team volunteered for First Aid, Elders Rest Area and ensuring all the 
elders had water to keep them hydrated. 
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Workshops 
 
SNHS coordinated and hosted health activities for community members. 
 

Table 8-Health Workshops 
 

Date Workshop 
February 2013 Hosted Heart Health Events at Leq’á:mel, Matsqui, and SNHS to educate on heart health foods, 

meal planning and healthy snacks. 
 

February 2013 Women’s Wellness events held at SNHS, Leq’á:mel and Matsqui to educate on the importance of 
booking mammography appointments and pap tests. 
 

May 9 Cancer Prevention @ SNHS - learned methods to prevent cancers that are avoidable 
 

June 11, 2013 Story Time in the Park - Tzeachten - CHW’S provided information focusing on healthy beverages, 
healthy snacks and sun safety. 
 

June 11 CHW hosted a Nutrition table at the Aboriginal Children’s and Families Chiefs Coalition. 
 

July 18 Story Time in the Park-Squiala. CHW’S provided information focusing on healthy beverages, 
healthy snacks and sun safety. 
 

July 23 CHW hosted a nutrition table at the Aboriginal Children and Chiefs and Families Coalition Event in 
Matsqui. 
 

August 15 Children’s festival CHW’s taught about healthy back to school lunches, meal planning, and healthy 
snacks by demonstrating healthy meals using real groceries to display. 
 

August 20 Tzeachten Fun Day- The CHW’s hosted a table about back to school healthy lunches and snacks. 
 

November 1 Women’s’ Health at Leq’á:mel- Nutrition education and demonstrations provided. 
 

November 2 Men’s health @ Leq’á:mel - Nutrition education and demonstrations provided. 
 

November 22 National Addictions Awareness Week Skowkale - Healthy Eating, Meal Planning, and SMART 
Goals. 
 

December 10 Tzeachten Parenting Club - Information on portion sizing, how to budget, “what’s in season fruits 
and veggies”. 
 

 
Home and Community Care (HCC) 
 
The Home and Community Care (HCC) program assists clients 
to live independently at home for as long as possible. The 
clients, families, and communities are supported by HCC 
professionals through teaching, counseling and nursing care in 
their own home or at the Health Centre. Through team effort, 
HCC workers support clients to reach their optimal level of 
independence and quality of life.  

 
HCC nursing services include case management, medication 
administration and management, wound care and management, foot care, therapeutic care, 
and diabetes management, neuropathy testing, one-on-one teaching, blood sugar and blood 
pressure monitoring, post-op follow ups and supportive care, referrals to other health care 
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professionals as needed, hospital discharge planning and 
meetings with family/community members to resolve 
issues when requested, etc.  These HCC nursing services 
are offered through the SNHS to anyone who are status, 
lives on reserve, and lives on one of the 10 reserves that 
Stó:lô Nation is partnered with.  
 
The SNHS has two Registered Nurses (RNs) and one 
Licensed Practical Nurse (LPN) on staff. The RNs are 
licensed by the College of Registered Nurses of British 
Columbia (CRNBC), and the LPN is licensed by the 
College of Licensed Practical Nurses of British Columbia 
(CLPNBC). All RNs and LPNs maintain an annual CRNBC 
and CLPNBC practicing license that involves meeting the 
required practicing hours, staying up-to-date in their 
practice, as well as completing a criminal record check. All 
Nursing Procedures and Treatments are delivered in 
accordance with the Professional Standards of CRNBC 
and CLPNBC. One RN works full time Monday to Friday, 
while the other RN and LPN work two days a week each.   
 
The HCC program has a Home Care Aide (HCA) who is qualified and experienced in 
personal care services and assisting clients with their activities of daily living, including 
bathing (via client’s home or at SNHS Apollo Bath) and grooming, feeding, foot and nail care, 
support with home physiotherapy ordered by the Physician and set up by Fraser Health’s 
Physiotherapist, designated care as directed by the RN, etc. The HCA also has a strong 
knowledge base of diabetes control and management that can be taught to a client or a small 
group. The HCA works 5 days a week.   
 
The HCC program has since made steps forward with the continuing partnership with 10 
communities to provide increased home visits, increased visibility in the communities, and 
increased frequency of foot care clinics. This is done by scheduled visits to clients’ home and 
to the band offices at least once a month or however much the client or the community needs 
HCC services. The HCC staff has been delivering foot care clinics in Sumas Health Centre, 
Leq’á:mel Community House, Tzeachten Band Office, and Stó:lō Elder’s Lodge.  
 
Children’s Oral Health Initiative (COHI) 

 
COHI is a dental initiative under the Oral Health Strategy designed to prevent and control 
tooth decay among young First Nations children and to set the stage for a lifetime of healthy 
teeth. Helping children avoid pain and infection from cavities gives them a better opportunity 
to learn and thrive. COHI was developed by First Nations and Inuit Health Branch's (FNIH) 
Dental Division as a means to address the disparity between the oral health of First Nations 
and Inuit and that of the mainstream Canadian population. The Office of the Chief Dental 
Officer (OCDO) is providing consultation services to FNIH Dental Division with the 
implementation of this initiative.  
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COHI Indicators, FY 2012-2013 

Scheduled Clinics 101 

Appointments Made 419 

Appointment No-Shows 181 

Telephone Calls 1915 

Travel Time (Hours) 51 

Community Events & 
Promotion 

110 

 

The goal of COHI is to reduce early childhood tooth decay and set the stage for a lifetime of 
good oral health. The activities to achieve these goals are the following: 
 
1. Enroll children in COHI on an ongoing basis. 
2. Provide support to dental therapist when delivering COHI 

services (screening, sealants).  
3. Apply fluoride varnish according to COHI protocol. 
4. Provide one-on-one oral health instruction for children aged 0-

7, their parents/caregivers, and pregnant women. 
5. Provide oral health information at community and school 

events. 
 

Table 9-COHI Accomplishments, FY 2012-2013 
 

 

 

First Nation 

 

Eligible 

Children 

 

Children 

Participating 

 

Children 

Screened 

 

Fluoride 

Varnish 

Children Requiring 

Restorative 

Treatments 

Parents 

Group 

Presentations 

Community 

Events and 

Promotion 

Aitchelitz 2 2 2 2 0 2 11 

Leq'a:mel 54 40 31 39 7 2 16 

Matsqui 13 10 3 12 0 5 12 

Shxwa:y 13 9 7 20 3 4 11 

Skowkale 33 15 11 23 2 9 10 

Squiala 22 38 28 35 4 13 14 

Sumas 31 29 21 25 5 9 12 

Tzeachten 171 97 59 118 9 11 14 

Yakweakwioose 11 4 2 3 0 2 10 

 
Mental Health Liaison 
 
The Aboriginal Mental Health Liaison Worker (AMHLW) assists clients in accessing Mental 
Health Services from Mission to Boston Bar through the following:  connecting families, 
communities and individuals with chronic and persistent mental health to mental health 
services; providing education and training to community members regarding mental health 
issues; developing a resource base with the mental health teams within the Fraser Health 
Authority utilizing cultural practices; and conducting workshops, support groups,  training 
programs and public awareness activities to service providers, families, communities and 
individuals.  On request, other Aboriginal cultural awareness and resources workshops, 
education and training sessions and support groups can be designed to reflect the 
community’s specific need. 
 
This year the AMHLW directly helped over one hundred clients get the mental health services 
they require, an increase from fifty clients last year. It is encouraging to find that community 
members are more aware of the program and feel comfortable in taking the step to access it. 
The AMHLW has been collaborating with various service providers such as Aboriginal Child 
and Youth Mental Health, Salvation Army, Xyolhemeylh, Xohlemet and Fraser Health to 
ensure clients have adequate and holistic care.  
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The AMHLW was part of the planning committee at Mission Friendship Center for the Truth 
and Reconciliation event on March 23, where the documentary Cyril’s Story was presented 
to the City of Mission to educate City Council, RCMP and other Mission residents about the 
history of St Mary’s residential school. Another event on March 30 at Leq’á:mel gymnasium 
honored survivors of St Mary’s residential school with a traditional Stó:lō ceremony. Another 
event the liaison helped coordinate was an event that took place at Sumas First Nation to 
mark World Suicide Day on September 10. This event highlighted instilling hope for suicide 
prevention across the globe. Promoted Live were the following: Aylexw, Love: Liyem, Laugh: 
Tl’i:ls, and Hope: Tamexw. The event included guest speakers, children and youth 
photography display and construction of the medicine wheel.  Recently, the AMHLW provided 
a workshop, Positive Changes for a Happier Life. This program helps clients understand 
how their actions, thoughts and emotions are interconnected and influence each other. It is a 
casual and fun way to set personal goals, discuss barriers and find ways to make positive 
changes, all in a supportive group setting.  
 
Aboriginal Support and Crisis Intervention Response Team (ASCIRT) 
 
The ASCIRT Coordinator continues to work closely with 
agencies that comprise the Fraser Region Aboriginal Youth 
Suicide Prevention Collaborative, a project managed by 
SNHS since December, 2012. Both initiatives are designed 
to continually assess and train community members to 
address the risk of youth suicide. With careful attention to 
the link between suicide post-vention and prevention, the 
Coordinator and team host NAYSPS- funded training and 
events that encourage people to speak openly about suicide 
and access the help that is available to deal with the issue. 
 

To date, there are 29 people trained in Crisis Response 
Planning and Critical Incident Group Debriefing. This year, 
some of these individuals made up the group of 22 who 
took part in the Walking Forward training that addresses 
guiding children through the experience of grief and loss. 
Another 30 individuals took part in Fraser Health’s two 
day Mental Health First Aide training.  A total of 48 ASIST 
certificates were awarded this year by the ASCIRT 
Coordinator who will continue to work through the wait list 
of individuals, communities and agencies to bring this 

valuable training to as many caregivers as possible. Through training sessions such as these, 
the ASCIRT continues to expand as community members who are ready, willing and able to 
work on the issue of suicide prevention come forward. 
 
Brighter Futures Initiative (BFI) 

The BFI program funding is transferred to each of the respective member communities of 
Stó:lō Nation via flow through funding agreements.  Each community submits program work 
plans for the year, based upon the five elements to address mental wellness on the 
community level. 
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Table 10-Brigther Futures Initiative (BFI) Activities by Community 
 

 
FIRST NATION 

MENTAL HEALTH CHILD DEVELOPMENT INJURY PREVENTION HEALTHY BABIES PARENTING SKILLS 

Aitchelitz - - - - - 

Leq’a:mel √ √ √ √ √ 

Skawahlook - - - √ √ 

Skowkale - - - - - 

Tzeachten √ √ - - √ 

 

Non-insured Health Benefits (NIHB): Medical Transportation Program  
 
This program provides medical travel assistance to any status First Nation living within the 
Stó:lō Nation member First Nations territory,  to access medically required health services 
that cannot be obtained within their home community.  The Medical Transportation Program 
is a supplementary program and is not intended to cover all of the costs associated with 
travel, but can assist with expenses relating to transportation, meals and accommodation. 
This program is delivered at the Nation by the Medical Transportation Clerk, with the 
assistance of the community health staff.  Claims submissions are received by both of the 
clerk and community health workers, and processed so that the clients generally receive their 
benefits payment prior to their appointment. 
 

Table 11- Medical Transportation: Claims, FY 2012-2013 
 

INDICATOR 1st Quarter 2nd Quarter 3rd Quarter 4th Quarter 

# of claims Processed 248 259 232 212 

 
Table 12- Medical Transportation: Usage by Community, FY 2012-2013 

 

FIRST NATION 
# of Claims 

Average Value per Claim 
Processed 

Total Value of Claims 
Processed 

Aitchelitz   (558) 2 $54.00 $108.00 

Leqamel    (579) 415 $45.66 $18,947.34 

Matsqui   ( 565) 12 $81.32 $975.78 

Popkum    (585) 1 $93.00 $93.00 

Skawahlook    (582) 6 $89.21 $535.25 

Skowkale   (571) 36 $206.6 $7365.52 

Shxwa:y Village   ( 570) 15 $194.09 $2,911.28 

Squiala    (574) 12 $96.38 $1,156.50 

Sumas    (578) 8 $84.25 $674.00 

Tzeachten    (575) 84 $127.68 $10,725.22 

Yakweakwioose    (576) 8 $68.00 $544.00 

 
Non-Insured Health Benefits (NIHB): Short-term Crisis Intervention Mental 
Health Contract Counselling  
 
The Crisis Counselling Program may cover short-term crisis intervention mental health 
counselling as a benefit when no other such services are available to the client. Eligible 
benefits may include the initial assessment, development of a treatment plan and fees.  
Mental health benefits are be provided by contracted therapists who are registered with a 
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regulatory body from the disciplines of clinical psychology or clinical social work within the 
province of BC.  
 

Table 13-Short-Term Crisis Intervention Mental Health Counselling, FY 2012-13 
 

Active Clients  
(On Reserve & Off reserve) 

1st Quarter 2nd Quarter 3rd Quarter 4th Quarter 

41 
(21 off, 20 on) 

16 
(9 off, 7 on) 

14 
(5 off, 9 on) 

18 
(8 off, 9 on) 

Grief 17 5 4 5 

Loss 5 1 3 0 

Depression 12 5 7 9 

Trauma 0 0 0 4 

Abuse 1 1 0 0 

Anxiety 17 8 4 8 

Stress 14 6 3 3 

Panic 2 1 0 0 

Anger 1 0 1 0 

# of issues per quarter 69 27 22 29 

 
Drinking Water Safety Program – Environmental Health 
 
This program is delivered in partnership between the Environmental Health Services and the 
Water Monitor(s) of the Nation and First Nation Communities. The objective of the Drinking 
Water Safety Program (DWSP) is to “…reduce the incidence of waterborne illnesses and 
outbreaks by increasing and improving the monitoring of and reporting on community drinking 
water supplies. It implements the Guidelines for Canadian Drinking Water Quality by ensuring 
a timely response to problems with water quality, does sampling and water quality analyses, 
recommends drinking water advisories if required, investigates unsatisfactory results and 
makes recommendations for corrective actions. 
 
For FY 2012-2013, Stó:lō Nation’s DWSP Monitor carried out the Drinking Water Safety 
Program (DWSP) deliverables on behalf of four communities with the following results. The 
remaining Stó:lō communities (Leq’a:mel, Matsqui, Shxwa:y, Skawahlook, Squiala, Sumas) 
received the DWSP funding through flow-thru arrangements to deliver community-based 
monitoring programs. 
 

Table 14- Drinking Water Screening Program Report 
 

 
First Nation Communities Samples Taken # of Cases Reported to the 

Environmental Health Officer 
# of Boil Water 

Advisories 
Aitchelitz   (558) TBD nil nil 
Leqamel    (579) TBD nil nil 
Matsqui   ( 565) TBD nil nil 
Popkum    (585) TBD nil nil 
Skawahlook    (582) TBD nil nil 
Skowkale   (571) TBD nil nil 
Shxwa:y Village   ( 570) TBD nil nil 
Squiala    (574) TBD nil nil 
Sumas    (578) TBD nil nil 
Tzeachten    (575) TBD nil nil 
Yakweakwioose    (576) TBD nil nil 
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Addictions Prevention 
 
Addictions Prevention Counselling is available to all on-reserve residents of the communities 
that are members of the Health Transfer Agreement. The program is funded by Health 
Canada and the counsellors serve the 11 affiliated Bands of Stó:lô Nation.  They provided: 
one-on-one short-term counselling; group facilitation; information workshops; referrals to 
residential treatment centers; support for family members; crisis counselling; and youth 
addictions. 
 
There were 16 individual addiction files this fiscal year. A total of 155 referrals were made 
with the following outcome: 3 clients completed Residential Treatment and 20 clients 
completed detox.There were 12 presentations made on addiction issues. 

 
Aboriginal Supported Child Development (ASCD) 
 
The SN ASCD program is fully staffed. In addition to 3 consultants, a part-time ASCD 
Support Worker was hired to work in Chilliwack but when needed, may provide support in 
other regions. There is one consultant in Chilliwack, one in Abbotsford and one in Mission.   
 
The day-to-day operation of the program adheres to the policies specific to the provincial 
Supported Child Development programs in general.  The consultants attended training and 
workshops, and are active in promoting the ASCD program in Chilliwack, Abbotsford and 
Mission. This year, 3 huge events named “Summer Fun” days in Tzeachten, Squiala, and 
Mission during which the activities were coordinated with each community. Many agencies 
participated in these events with diverse activities. The ASCD Abbotsford initiated a 
community garden taken care of by the Sumas community.  This event was held twice, once 
on each side of Chilliwack in July (Tzeachten Hall and Squiala Hall). The purpose of this 
event was to promote literacy and make literacy more easily accessible. Over 100 
participants attended at each venue. Each child received a brand new book and book mark.  
There were guest storytellers including a First Nations oral story teller, a librarian from the 
Chilliwack library, Nicola Campbell a published Aboriginal children’s author and others. There 
were arts and crafts, information booths on literacy and child development, and boxes of 
used books for families to browse through and take home.  
 
ASCD Outcomes 
 
Direct service for Abbotsford was 1,185 hours (260 intake hours, 1 initial consult hour, 230 
waitlist consult hours, 270 assessment hours, 244 intervention hours and 181 consultation 
hours. Direct service for Chilliwack was 1,438 hours (308 initial consult hours, 300 waitlist 
consult hours, 256 assessment hours, 330 intervention hours, 180 consultation hours). Direct 
service time for Mission was 1,243 hours (487 intake hours and interventions, 294 travel 
hours, 220 prep hours, 122 phone/email hours, and 110 documentation hours. 
 
ASCD Caseload 
 
The Abbotsford ASCD has 38 Children (18 new referrals, 15 discharges). The average 
caseload was 26 per month and detailed as 12 clients receiving extra staff support, 19 having 
achieved or partially achieved developmental goals, with 100% of family participating in ISP 
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development. Accomplishments of Centres with ASCD client: centre with ASCD client for the 
first time (4); centres with more than 1 ASCD client (6), centre continuing to support ASCD 
clients (7). 
 
The Chilliwack ASCD has 61 Children (22 new referrals and 27 discharges). The average 
caseload was 34 per month and detailed as 26 clients receiving extra staff support, 22 having 
achieved or partially achieved developmental goals, and 100% of family participating in ISP 
development. Accomplishments of Centres with ASCD client: Centre with ASCD client for the 
first time (2); centre with more than 1 ASCD client (6); and centre continuing to support ASCD 
clients (6). 
 
The Mission ASCD has 46 Children (24 new referrals and 16 discharges). The average 
caseload was 29 per month and detailed as 19 clients receiving extra staff support, 14 having 
achieved or partially achieved developmental goals, 100% of family participating in ISP 
development. Accomplishments of Centres with ASCD client: Centre with ASCD client for the 
first time (5); centre with more than 1 ASCD client (4); and centres continuing to support 
ASCD clients (7). 
 
Aboriginal Infant Development Program (AIDP) 
 
September 6, 2012 was the anniversary of Stó:lō AIDP. There are 2 full-time consultants who 
work 35 hours weekly and one part-time consultant who works 17.5 hours weekly. There is 
one consultant in Chilliwack, one in Abbotsford and one in Mission.  Service deliveries adhere 
to provincial Infant Development Program general policies. The consultants attended training 
and workshops, and have been active in promoting the AIDP program in Chilliwack, 
Abbotsford and Mission. 
 
Other Activities 
 
 ASCD consultants and support workers attended the Family Health Fair at the Mission 

Leisure Centre to provide information and resources about AIDP. Pamphlets, cards and 
information were distributed and questions about the program were responded to.  

 
 The AIDP/ASCD staff also attended a Family Night Committee meeting at the Friendship 

Centre to share ideas on activities for Community Family Nights. 
 
 The Kindergarten Transition Committee meeting was held at the FVCDC. Community 

professionals met with the school district staff to discuss and brainstorm ways of making 
kindergarten transitions more effective for families.   

 
 ASCD team attended a Development Fair at the Mission Leisure Centre to provide simple 

screening opportunities for families and information about both programs.   
 
 AIDP/ASCD attended a Cultural Training Day at Sumas First Nation. There were workshops 

on drum making, Métis rattle making, Natural Health/Medicine, Medicine Wheel training etc.  
 
 AIDP/ASCD visited Leq’á:mel and Scowlitz First Nations and explained the programs and 

left information materials for the families.  
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 ASCD/AIDP joined in the Family Night Event at the Mission Friendship Centre. (Family 
Place)AIDP /ASCD offered free parent participation play group to families in the community.  

 
 Future 4 Nations Aboriginal Head start invited staff to participate in their Parent Orientation 

Barbeque and Graduation ceremony. Ongoing centre visits are frequent throughout the 
year and there is a great working relationship between this program and ASCD for years.  

 
 ASCD/AIDP attended the All Health Meeting at Squiala First Nation.  

 
 AIDP/ASCD hosted a free Summer Fun/Culture Days at local water parks and at St. Mary’s. 

There were culturally appropriate activities and speakers talked about the significance of 
Salmon and Cedar to First Nations People. There was painting lessons for the children from 
a local aboriginal artist. This event was well attended and there was many on reserve 
participants. The consultants attended training and workshops, and have been active in 
promoting the AIDP program in Chilliwack, Abbotsford and Mission. 

 
AIDP Outcomes 
 
The total staff hours for staff training, workshops and promoting the AIDP program was 55 
hours.  The direct service for Abbotsford was 928 hours and detailed as 224 intake hours, 
1initial consult hour, 245 assessment hours, 268 intervention hours and 191 consultation 
hours. These hours include Indirect services such as travel, communication etc. 
 
The direct service to Chilliwack was 1,153 hours and detailed as 288 intake hours, 206 initial 
consult hours, 218 assessment hours, 269 intervention hours and 172 consultation hours. 
These hours include travel, communication, etc. 
 
The direct service for Mission was 1,078 hours, initial consult was 266 hours, assessment 
was 298 hours, intervention was 269 hours, and 220 consultation hours. These hours include 
travel, communication etc. 
 
AIDP Caseload 
 
The number of clients in Abbotsford was 12 Children (6 new referrals and 4 discharges). The 
number of clients in Chilliwack was 28 Children (12 new referrals and 8 discharges). The 
number of clients in Mission was 26 Children (8 new referrals and 4 discharges). 
 

Health Events 
 

National Aboriginal Addictions Awareness Week- Rez Idol 
 
The National Aboriginal Addictions Awareness Week was a success. This event took place 
on November 19, 2012 at Tzeachten Hall, from 6:00 to 10:00 pm.  Myles Murphy was the 
keynote speaker. He gave an inspirational account of his struggle with grief, loss and 
addictions after the tragic death of his brother. He gave a moving account of how he 
overcame these challenges and embraced his creative gift of music. Myles performed original 
songs, accompanied by Braedon Thiessen on the keyboard. 
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Community members submitted samples of their best Chili and 
Bannock recipes for a cook off competition. All of those in attendance 
sampled each and voted for their favorite chili and bannock by secret 
ballot.  The winner of the best Chili was Mike Johnson. The best 
bannock winner was Christy Purcell.  
 
Children spent some time at the poster table producing art work that 
depicted their idea of what healthy living looks like. These posters 
(and others submitted in the previous days) were entered into a 
contest, to be judged at the conference the next day. 
 
A small, select group of young people performed in the Rez Idol 
competition. Everyone was presented with gift certificates as reward 
for their talents. The performers included Whispering Red Moon Roberts, Madison Jones, 
Julia Blackwell, Courtney Julian, Samantha Roberts, Ulani Roberts, Natalie Starr, 
Summerlove Paul, and Feather. Various service providers had information tables and SNHS 
provided Flu Vaccination Clinic. Almost 100 people were in attendance.  
 
One Day Conference 
 
This event took place on November 20 at Skowkale 
Hall from 8:30 am to 4:00 pm. Workshops were 
presented on the following topics: Nutrition, Suicide 
Prevention, Alcohol and Drug Addiction, Mental Health, 
Quit Now, FASD, Women’s Wellness, Men’s Wellness.    
Jennifer Malloway ended the day with a comedy 
routine.  Various service providers had information 
tables.  Twenty people were in attendance. 
 
Walk/Run for Sobriety 
 
This event took place at the Vedder River Trail on November 21 from11:00 am to 3:00 pm.   
40 participants braved the cold wet weather to walk a 4 km course to promote the red road of 
sobriety. The total number of steps walked that day was over 200,000.  
 
Many participants returned to their busy days and those who could stay joined in prayers for 
loved ones who have been lost to addictions. Flowers were released into the Vedder River in 
memoriam for those who lost the battle with addictions, those who are struggling and those 
who have conquered them.  
 
Dinner and Honouring Ceremony 
 
The event took place at the Stó:lō Nation Longhouse on 
November 22, 2012 from 6:00 to 9:00 pm with 19 honourees 
present and 70 people in attendance.  Eleven (11) were unable 
to attend. Sobriety ranged from 7 days to 33 years or a total of 
over 120 years of sobriety. Honourees were blanketed and 
gifted with songs. Many spoke of their experiences and offered 
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hope and inspiration for all those in attendance. They excel as role models for the young 
people present and others who hear about their accomplishment.  
 
Medicine Wheel and Sweat Lodge Ceremony 
 
The event took place at the Stó:lō Nation Campus on 
November 23, 2012 from 10:00 am to 3:00 pm. Eddie Gardner 
provided an introduction of the Medicine Wheel to service 
providers from many disciplines in the Chilliwack area. He 
used multimedia to introduce participants to the basic concepts 
of these ancient teachings and sparked interest to learn more. 
Don Beacham conducted a ceremony in the Sweat Lodge on 
Stó:lō Nation grounds with 20 people in attendance throughout 
the day.  
 
Some of the service providers who attended the events over the 5 days include: BC 
Responsible Gambling; Quit Now; Aboriginal Child and Youth Mental Health; Aboriginal Sport 
Physical Activity & Recreation (ASPAR) Partnership Council; Fraser Health, Aboriginal 
Health; Aboriginal Children and Families Chief’s Coalition; Fraser Health, Early Psychosis 
Intervention (EPI); Service Canada; and Fraser Health, Chilliwack Mental Health. 
 
The weekly events focused on aspects of the Wellness/Medicine Wheel: Physical 
(Walk/Run), Mental (Conference), Spiritual (Sweat Lodge, Medicine Wheel Instruction, 
Honouring Ceremony) and Emotional/Social (All Events). 
 
FETAL ALCOHOL SPECTRUM DISORDER AWARENESS EVENT 
 
Worldwide September 9 is known as F.A.S.D Awareness 
Day.  Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder is preventable.  
Education about alcohol use during pregnancy is so 
important. It is the Xyólhmettsel Syémyem programs hope 
that people will ask questions.  The Xyólhmettsel Syémyem “I 
am protecting my pregnancy” Program also known as the 
Parent Child Assistance Program (PCAP) is always available 
if community members have questions and if these can’t be 
answered, the staff will find someone who can.   
 
The F.A.S.D.  Awareness Day was created when Bonnie Buxton said, “What if, on the 9th 
minute of the 9th hour of the 9th day of the 9th month of the year 1999, we asked the world to 
remember that during the 9 months of pregnancy, a woman should remain alcohol free? And, 
what if we also asked the world to remember those millions of people who will never fulfill 
their genetic potential, because of prenatal alcohol exposure? At this magic minute in history, 
could we begin to change the world?”  http://fasday.com/FASDAYFirst.htm   
 
On September 10th, 2012 the Xyólhmettsel Syémyem F.A.S.D Program hosted the “Flipping 
for F.A.S.D Pancake Breakfast”.  The event took place at the Squiala First Nation Band Hall.  
Before participants enjoyed the wonderful pancake breakfast prepared by Stó:lō Catering we 
rang bells provided by the Xyólhmettsel Syémyem  Program and then had a moment of 

http://fasday.com/FASDAYFirst.htm
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silence for those living with F.A.S.D.  After the pancake breakfast each information table 
attendee presented their program and the services offered.   Door prizes were also provided 
for participants in attendance to thank participants for taking time out to join us in raising 
awareness about F.A.S.D.   
 
There were 32 participants in attendance, 7 information tables, and 11 staff members.   Staff 
members hosted information tables from Stó:lō Nation ASCD/AIDP, PCAP, Addictions 
Prevention and Community Health. Also in attendance were the Asante Centre, RCMP 
Community Policing and Aboriginal Mental Health.   
 
Children’s Festival 
 
This year marked the 20th anniversary for the Children’s Festival.  More partner agencies 
participated in the festival than ever before.   Erik the Magician entertained young and old 
alike with his magic.  Break dances were held throughout the day with the best dancer 
winning a prize.   

 
Fanny Star Child and her team provided face painting for the youngsters.  Gary Abbott was 
present with his sons who performed traditional dances. There were over 650 adults and 
children who were registered for the event and with the exhibitors, staff and volunteers 
included there was over 800 people in attendance.  The waterslide was a huge hit last year 
as was the shade provided by the tree as it was a very hot day! 
 
Women’s Wellness Workshop 
 
The mobile screening clinic was 
able to see 31 women this year.  
The health team also expanded 
the screening day.  The Nurse 
Practitioner provided cervical 
screening (pap testing) to those 
who booked ahead. A total of 6 
women were screened.  A 
registered physiotherapist led a 
workshop on pelvic floor dysfunctions (incontinence) in which 10 women were able to attend. 
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PCAP Goals 
 

 Guarantee that children are in a safe environment and 
receiving appropriate healthcare 

 Assist mothers in obtaining treatment, maintaining 
recovery, and resolving the complex problems 
associated with substance abuse. 

 Effectively link families with community resources. 

 Demonstrate successful strategies for working with 
the aboriginal population to prevent the risk of future 
drug and alcohol affected children. 

 
 

Youth Dance  
 
SNHS with the help of SN Support Services staff and other staff 
members at SN hosted a Youth Dance on October 26, 2012 at 
Squiala FN. There were information booths and dinner served to 
the group.  The information booths included other organizations 
in the Lower Mainland such as:  Positive Haven, UFV Nursing 
Students, Positive Living, Youth Co., RCMP and Fraser Health. 
After the information sessions, Red Power Squadron from 
Edmonton did some traditional dancing, engaged with the youth 
in activities, and some SN staff squared off in a Dance Off!  Red 
Power Squadron performed their famous track “What’s Really 
Rez?” After their performance, their DJ hosted the dance which 
went from 9:00 pm to 11:00 pm. There were 55 youth in 
attendance for this event 
 
Parent Child Assistance Program (PCAP) Xyólhmettsel Syémyem "I am 
taking care of my pregnancy" 
 
The Parent‐Child Assistance Program (PCAP) is an 
evidence‐based home visitation case‐management 
model for mothers who abuse alcohol or drugs 
during pregnancy.  Its goals are to help mothers 
build healthy families and prevent future births of 
children exposed prenatally to alcohol and drugs.  
PCAP supports mothers in achieving this goal by 
helping them complete substance abuse treatment; 
stay in recovery and by motivating them to choose 
effective family planning methods. 
 
PCAP provides trained and supervised advocates who work with a caseload of approximately 
8-15 women and their families for three years. The advocates offer regular home visitation 
and link women and their families with a comprehensive array of existing community 
resources to address health care, housing, child welfare, and other issues.  Advocates help 
mothers identify personal goals and the steps necessary to achieve them; monitor progress, 
facilitate case conferencing and integrated service delivery among providers, transport clients 
and children to important appointments, and work actively with extended family. 
 
The PCAP team also runs a 2- hour long Baby Time session every Wednesday from 10-12 in 
the community health room in Building 7.  It is a great way for new or expecting women to 
connect/engage while receiving healthy snacks and mini-educational sessions.  A clothing 
swap containing clothes for children aged 0-5/maternity is also available during this time.   
 
Other PCAP Activities 
 
PCAP hosted a pancake breakfast on September 10, “Flipping for FASD” at the Squiala Hall 
with guest speakers from the Asante Centre, Aboriginal Healthy Living, Xolhemet, Stó:lō 
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Addictions, Fraser Health and Community Living BC to help raise awareness and educate 
band members on the consequences of drinking during pregnancy. The event was featured 
on “The Hawk” radio station and brought in approximately 50 people. 
 
Approximately one third of PCAP clients assisted with Christmas hampers in December. 
 
The biggest success story this FY was about the beautiful, healthy, unaffected baby girl born 
to a PCAP client who had long struggled with drug addiction.  This client had 4 previous 
drug/alcohol affected children born previously to being on the PCAP program; each one had 
been apprehended and placed into the foster care system.  PCAP assisted this client in 
maintaining sobriety and linked her with appropriate community recourses.  PCAP worked 
closely with her and Xyolhemeylh enabled her to keep this infant in her care for the first time.  
 
The average lifetime cost for an individual with FASD is $1.5 million (medical costs, foster 
care, corrections, judicial system, and social assistance). PCAP costs about $11,000/client 
for a 3-year stay with the program.  One FASD birth prevented is equivalent to the cost of 
enrollment and service of 208 PCAP mothers.  
 

Table 15- PCAP Accomplishments (by activity /24 clients) 
 

Have started on birth control to prevent affected births through PCAP 6 
Have been through COHI and dentist through PCAP 14 
Have attended a parenting program this year 12 
Have obtained ID for themselves or children through PCAP 13 
Have helped apply for S.A and HST tax credits 9 
Have helped access emergency recourses  11 
Have been linked up with Nurse Practitioner through PCAP 9 

 
Table 16-PCAP Current Caseload (24 clients) 

 
Clients with driver’s license 3 
Currently using drugs/alcohol 10 
Currently with father of the target child 4 
Clients with stable housing 15 
Currently attending school 4 
Currently on income assistance 18 
Child and family services involvement 8 
Current caseload 20 
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Stó:lô  Dental Clinic 
 
The dental clinic had a very successful year in terms of production and positive changes. 
 
In April of 2012, the clinic staff started promoting the COHI program whenever possible.  
There are many parents and caregivers who do not know about the program and still many 
who do but get COHI and the dental clinic confused.  Promotion and hand out on COHI 
information is continuing and contact numbers are updated regularly.  
 
In July, the idea of a walk-in 
clinic was born.  This idea 
grew as there were many 
patients who had several no 
shows so it was decided that 
rather than schedule an 
appointment for them they 
could show up at the walk-in 
clinic. In September it was 
decided that the “no show 
fee” will be dropped for the 
time being and see if it made a difference with patients returning for treatment.  The clinic did 
get a lot of returns as word spread quickly about people not needing to pay this fee anymore.  
The down side of this move was that the “no shows” for October sky-rocketed. 
 
On Thursday October 11 the first afternoon walk-in clinic was opened. The hygienist 
remained fully booked and staff tried to keep the second chair booked as possible.  The 
remaining chair was open for whoever needed it.  So far there has been great success with 
these clinics.  After almost 6 complete months of the walk-in clinic, it was concluded that this 
is a viable service and those who take advantage of it are pleased that it’s available.   
 
Some new equipment in the office was delivered which helped the clinic maintain its state of 
the art designation.  The clinic logo and information was displayed on two bus benches. One 
is on the Sardis side and one is on the Chilliwack side.  The location will change periodically 
for visibility, and a 4X8 aluminum wall ad will be displayed at the Twin Rinks skating arena.   
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Stó:lô  Elders Lodge (SEL) 
 
SEL 5th Year Anniversary 
 
The Elders Lodge staff and tenants celebrated their 5th year of operation with an open house 
on May 5th, 2012. SNHS honored Rebecca Noriega, Stó:lō Nation Policy and Program 
Analyst for all her dedication and hard work in the set up and initial operations of the Lodge. 
SEL is currently at 13 of the 15 suites occupied; for most of the fiscal year SEL was at full 
capacity. The average rent was $1,097.00 per month. 
 
Fraser Health Operational Review & Recommendations 
 
In May 2012, SEL successfully completed the Fraser Health Operational review. SEL has 
completed all recommendations such as dietician review update, updated medication 
charting, semi-annual fire drills.  
 
Staffing 
 
The Elders Lodge is fully staffed, supervised with an (off-site) full-time Health Manager, full-
time Licensed Practical Nurse (Lodge Supervisor) part-time Administrative Assistant, part-
time Activity Worker and daily nursing and staff supervision on site. 
 
The Elders Lodge operates on a 24/7 continuous care, with 8-hour shifts 
covered by qualified Registered Care Aids. A part-time Licensed Practical 
Nurse is on duty on weekends. A part-time Administrative Assistant (on-
site) provides office assistance i.e. building and equipment maintenance 
requests and financial reporting, 3 days a week.  There are 2 Cooks (one 
full time and one part time) who work 7 hours a day, 7 days a week. They 
cook 2 meals a day (lunch and supper). There is one Activity Worker who 
works 3 days a week and ensures that the Elders have continuous mental, 
physical, social and recreation activities. 
 
Stó:lô Elders Lodge Activities and Services 
 
The Elders started their own garden this year 
with donations from the agriculture class from 
Sardis Senior High school. With all the 
produce that the Elders had grown they were 
able to do a lot of canning which has gone 
towards fundraising for their social activities. 
Through fundraising and a penny drive the 
Elders raised close to $900.00. The Elders 
also planted a pumpkin patch for the SN 
daycare to enjoy. The Elders learned how to 
harvest cedar, from that they made cedar 
hearts as well as cedar roses with assistance 
from Julie Malloway and her staff.  
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Eight of the Elders attended the 3 day event of the 36th Annual 
Elders Gathering in Abbotsford reuniting with family and friends. 
Lieutenant Governor Steven Point gave a personal invitation to 
all the Elders at SEL to come visit his home in Victoria.  On June 
18th, 2012, Elders (accompanied by the SEL activity worker, RCA 
and a few wonderful volunteers who dedicated their time to make 
this day exciting for the tenants) visited the Lieutenant 
Governor’s home. They enjoyed having tea and snacks, a tour of 
museum, and eating lunch on the ground’s garden. 
 
Tenants’ Satisfaction Survey 
 
Fraser Health Authority (FHA) conducts the satisfaction survey 
every two years using ten (10) domains.  The Lodge generally 
fared well in comparison with all sites operated with FHA 
assistance as shown on Chart 9.  Note lower satisfaction rates of below 90% which will need 
to be addressed to improve satisfaction rating in the next survey. 
 

 
 
Community Engagement HUB (CeH) 
 
Asset Mapping  
 
The CeH Coordinator met with 9 Communities that are in various stages of completion for the 
Asset Mapping process. A fairly significant piece of the HUB work plan was developing and 
identifying health priorities in the community.  The asset mapping template was developed 
from the Health and Wellness Model which follows the Medicine wheel as a guide for overall 
wellness. SN partnered with a research team from SFU and FHA to help identify what the 
communities see as primary health services, and identify the gaps and health priorities from 
their perspective. 
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Regional Caucus/Table 
  
The first Regional Table meeting was hosted at Stó:lō Nation Government House on July 27 
and had subsequent meetings  on January 4 and February 25.  
 
Various Community Engagement Activities 
 
 Set up information tables at Community information fairs (Squiala, Skowkale, Tzeachten, 

Leq’á:mel), Children’s Festival and  Second Annual Stó:lō Nation Gathering.   
 
 Communities agreed to join the two parallel committees: SNHSC and the HUB.   
 
 Emergency Preparedness Planning conference was a collaboration of three HUBs in the 

Fraser region and was open to all communities in the Fraser Region was held October 18, 
2012 at the Seabird Island Gym. The over 100 participants were educated on taking 
personal responsibility for their families in the event of a disaster or catastrophe. 
Opportunities were opened to update community plans and create partnerships with 
municipal ESS coordinators. The HUBs plan another EPP event on October 17, 2013. 

 
 The SN Hub is a standing Agenda Item on the Elders monthly meeting and a forum for 

updates on Elder related issues. All Stó:lō Elders were honored at the Qwi:Qwelstom event, 
Elders Tea and Coqualeetza Annual Elders Tea early this year. 

 
 Committee Work included: Aboriginal Youth; Fraser 

Region Suicide Protocol Ongoing Events; Aboriginal Sport 
and Recreation (Partnership with Sumas FN to provide 
training camps for children and youth with Abbotsford Fish 
and Game Club); Archery and Rifle activities were 
participated in by youth (22 youth on average) every two 
weeks; Walking Forward Training (Child and Youth Grief 
and Loss); hosted a Train the Trainer course for 22 people 
who will provide this service in their community; Uniting for 
Youth- worked in collaboration with the ACFCC and other 
youth workers in the region, SD 33, Fraser Canyon HUB, 
to ensure that the youth are supportive in developing a 
youth driven coalition for youth leadership; Healthy 
Communities Committee for the City of Chilliwack-
discussed better health outcomes for all of Chilliwack’s 
citizens/looked at best practices: food matters, community 
gardens, physical activities, social activities for most 
vulnerable groups.   

 
 Aboriginal Health Improvement Committee- hosted by FHA and well attended by agencies 

that either provide services to Aboriginal Clients or wishes to develop a relationship with 
aboriginal communities. 

 
 Beyond Borders- Mental Health service providers meet quarterly to share update on 

programs and services in the Region and to build relationships through networking. 
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 Disaster Psych/Social Response Committee-Hub sits on this committee in the Fraser Valley 

and participated at Justice Institute training on ESS and Train the Trainer for Psychological 
First Aid.  

 
 FHA Year in Review- Presented at the FHA event and updated the community on the 

importance of partnerships and collaborations within the region’s HUBs and FHA staff. 
 
 Better at Homes Initiative (United Way) - Working alongside with SNHS, SBI and the 

United Way in establishing the viability of establishing an Aboriginal Service under the 
Better at Home initiative.  The United way currently posted an RFP to find a coordinator to 
conduct a viability scan. 

 
 Leq’á:mel Setting the Table for Mission Pharmacies- 

Through the Implementation review process community 
members disclosed certain problems with pharmacies in the 
mission area.  A committee was struck to address this 
problem.  The community will be setting the table to invite all 
pharmacy owners to let them know what has been happening 
and what they can do to correct the maltreatment that some 
of the citizens have been experiencing. 

 
 Youth Related Events-As a collective and through the 

funding of FHA, the HUBs collaborated held a youth event on 
April 14, 2012.  There were 70 youth and 70 adults that 
participated in the event at Squiala Community Hall.  Healthy 
living was one of the main themes. 

 
 At the Seabird Island and Cultus Lake festivals, youth were 

engaged to share their ideas, hopes, dreams, and what they would engage in if the powers 
that be would have a retreat or weekend event for them. The information found can assist 
communities with building youth groups and activities. Within each of the top six categories 
the youth listed specific activities such as Sports-volley ball, soccer, canoe pulling and 
Arts—painting, drawing and carving. There were over 280 youth interviewed. 

 
 Aboriginal Youth Weekend Retreat-From the survey information gathered, an Aboriginal 

Youth Retreat was held.  The overnight function began with an icebreaker Dance. There 
were over 35 participants at this event. The following two days were jam packed with 
Keynotes, workshops, sports, Slahal, great food and a amazing entertainment. The youth 
assisted with organizing the agenda. 
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Stó:lō Research and Resource Management Centre 
(SRRMC) 

 
 

Archaeology/Cultural Heritage Team 
 
In FY 2012-2013, the archaeology/cultural heritage team continued to work on the overview 
and impact assessments, mitigations and cultural monitoring.   
 

Table 17- FY 2012-2013 Archaeology/Cultural Heritage Team ProjectsProjects 
 P2010-41 Trans Canada Trail AIA – proposal, permitting, research, reporting, fieldwork 

 
 P2012-03 Flying J Developments AIA – proposal, permit application, research, 

reporting, fieldwork  P2011-05 Yakweakwioose AIA – permitting, prep, research, reporting , fieldwork 
 

 P2012-09 Forestry Final Report 2011 – reporting, editing 

 P2012-38 District of Hope East Kawakawa Lake Water System Upgrade DiRi-8 Monitoring 
– reporting, site form update 
 

 P2012-16 Chartwell Blocks – meeting, proposal, research, reporting, fieldwork 

 P2012-10 DiRi-1 Monitoring – proposal, permit application, monitoring, site form update, 
fieldwork, reporting 
 

 P2012-19 New Hope Developments AIA Phase 2 – preparation, proposal, permit 

application, fieldwork, reporting  P2012-44 Frosst Creek Hydro AIA – proposal, permit application, field prep, reporting, 
research, fieldwork 

 

 P2012-20 New Hope Developments AOA Phase 2 – PFR, reporting, editing 

 P2012-45 Sumas Mountain Trail AIA – proposal, permit application, reporting, shapes, 
invoice, fieldwork  

 

 P2012-21 Ch-ihl-kway-uhk Blocks – proposal, research, fieldwork, reporting, editing, 

site form   P2012-47 Sucker Creek Bridge Replacement – meeting, proposal, permit application, 
reporting  

 

 P2012-22 Promontory AIA – proposal, permit application, prep, fieldwork, reporting 

 P2012-48 Flood Hope Sewage System Upgrade Phase I AIA – proposal, reporting, prep 
field  

 

 P2012-23 Green Valley Power AOA – proposal, research, reporting, fieldwork, editing  

 P2012-49 Skagit Valley Trails AIA – proposal, permit applications, field prep, fieldwork, 
reporting  

 

 P2011-22 HBC Trail Campsites Monitoring – fieldwork 

 P2012-57 Tzeachten Lot 20-10 AIA –reporting, editing, proposal, meetings, research, 
fieldwork, interviews  

 

 P2012-00 Coqualeetza Longhouse Floor Documentation – profiling/imaging 

 P2012-58 Tselxweyeqw Chilliwack River Valley Blocks – research, lab work, reporting, 
fieldwork  

 

 P2012-01 BC Hydro ILM Archaeological Monitoring – fieldwork, framework agreement 

 P2012-60 Chilliwack Forest District 2013 Blanket Permit – permitting  
 

 P2012-25 Green Valley Power McKay Road AOA – fieldwork, research, reporting, 

editing  P2012-61 2012 Forestry Final Report – reporting  
 

 P2012-26 WindRiver Power Hunter Creek AOA – fieldwork, research, reporting 

 P2012-62 Tselxweyeqw Jones Lake Blocks II – field prep, reporting, proposal, permitting  
 

 P2012-31 New Hope DiRi-117 Monitoring – proposal, permit application 

 H2013-01 RISC Training – prep, advertisement, contacts, assistance  
 

 P2012-33 Proposed Trans Mountain Pipeline Kinder Morgan – TOR/proposal, 

meetings  H2013-02 Huntingdon AOA – proposal, permitting, field prep, PFR, research, reporting 
 

 P2012-10 DiRi-1 Monitoring – preparation, report updates, site for update 

 H2013-03 Silverdale Drylot Sort AIA – proposal, research, permitting 
 

 P2012-33 Proposed Trans Mountain Pipeline Kinder Morgan – TOR/proposal, 

meetings  H2013-06 Tamihi and Chipmunk Staging Areas AIA – proposal, permitting, research, 
reporting, fieldwork  
 

 P2012-10 DiRi-1 Monitoring – preparation, report updates, site for update 

 H2013-07 Spiritual Sites Inventory Project – meetings with practioners, mapping sites, 
entries into SHeD  

 

 P2012-38 Dist of Hope East Kawakawa Lk Water System Upgrade DiRi-8 Mont. – prop, 

permit appl., field, site form update  H2013-11 ILM Chance Find AIA (Golder) – reporting, fieldwork  
 

 P2012-40 HBC Brigade Trail Monitoring – letter report 

 H2013-12 Thomas Avenue Gravel Pit – proposal  
 

 P2012-46 Newsletter Submission 

 P2012-12 Shxw’ow’hamel Arch Site- research, PFR, reporting, fieldwork, editing  P2012-50 Ross Lake Skagit Valley Five Year Proposal – planning, proposal, field prep, 

fieldwork, reporting  P2010-11 New Hope Development AIA – reporting, HIRA site data entry  P2012-52 Chartwell Cutblocks Liumchen Creek – proposal, fieldwork, reporting 

 P2011-41 Vedder River Management Plan AOA – reporting, research  P2010-10 Kawkawa Lake DiRi-66 Monitoring – request extension 

 P2011-56 Ekset AIA – PFR, reporting, research  P2012-51 Patterson Creek AOA – meeting with STC 

 P2012-17 Skowkale Residential Development – proposal, research, PFR  P2012-56 SNAP Ground Truthing – fieldwork 

 P2011-36 Tamihi Cut Blocks – HIRA site data entry  P2012-59 Tselxweyeqw Jones Lake Blocks – research, field prep, fieldwork, reporting 

 P2011-45 DiRi-66 Monitoring Hope – monitoring, reporting, lab work/ research, fieldwork  

 P2009-14 Hazelwood Alignment AIA – prep, proposal, permit application, permit 

extensions 

 

 P2010-11 New Hope Developments AIA – meetings, mark site management zone, report 

updates 

 

 P2010-42 Jinkerson Development AOA – fieldwork, reporting, research (including 

Chilliwack museum) 

 

 
Stó:lō Heritage Investigation Permit (SHIP) 
 
There were 105 Stó:lō Heritage Investigation Permits issued this fiscal year, as described in 
the various charts. 
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Chart 10- Types of Development Projects being 
Assessed 

 

 
 

 

Chart 14- Stó:lō Heritage Permits issued – by 
development proponent 

 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Archives and Repository  
 
The Stó:lō Library and Archives, located in the 
Stó:lō Resource Centre, contains information 
about all aspects of Stó:lō history and culture. 
It is a reference collection open to anyone who 
would like to learn more about the Stó:lō.  
Visitors this past year have included 
community members, high school students, 
university students, researchers, authors, and 
the people who just drop in to see what the 
library and archives are all about. The number 
of visitors has been steadily increasing since the library moved into the SRC. This year there 
were more than 1,000 requests for information. 
 
There are many books, reports, oral histories, photographs and maps available for use in the 
library. To find the material on a specific subject, the library staff prepared catalogues and 
finding aids.  This year more than 200 items have been added to the library catalogue. 
 

Chart 11-Stó:lō Heritage Permits issued – by 
Company as Permit Holders 

 

 

Chart 12- Stó:lō Heritage Permits issued– by 
investigation type 

 

 

Chart 13- Stó:lō Heritage Permits issued – by 
location 
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The librarian provides support for the Stó:lō Xwexwilmexw Treaty Association’s negotiations 
work by: preparing for negation meetings, attending meetings and keeping records, keeping 
track of all treaty documents, conducting and supporting research to inform the negotiations, 
and assisting with treaty outreach activities.  
 
The librarian also assists with the Stó:lō Xyolhmet S;olhetawtxw Sq’é’ip (House of Respect 
Caretaking Committee). This year the remains of eleven Stó:lō ancestors who had been 
housed in the Laboratory of Archaeology at the University of BC were returned. Work to 
facilitate the return of five more ancestors who have been in the Museum of Vancouver since 
the early 1920s is almost complete and the ancestors will come back on May 14th, 2013. 
 
Outreach and liaison activities have included participation in the British Columbia Library 
Association’s First Nations Interest Group and on the board of the Chilliwack Museum and 
Archives. Both the Librarian and the Library Assistant have contributed articles to Sqwelqwels 
Ye Stó:lō.  Being located on the first floor of the Stó:lō Resource Centre also means that the 
library staff are routinely asked to conduct tours of the building and talk about the collections 
on display as well as the Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design elements of the 
building.  The Library Assistant also worked on the Scowlitz Digitization Project in addition to 
uploading and managing data on the Reciprocal Research Network. 
 
Cultural Experience Series 
 
The Cultural Experience Series, produced through the SRRMC, brings Stó:lō and their non-
Stó:lō neighbours together in shared activities. Many of the residents from the Stó:lō Elders’ 
Lodge have joined in these events.  The Semoya Dancers and storyteller Josette Jim 
welcomed guests at the first event. Subsequent events featured carver Dwayne Malloway, 
Salish weaver, Frieda George and artist Bonnie Krulicki who incorporates Halq’eméylem in 
her art work. Guests at these events had the opportunity to participate in activities and their 
creative results can be seen in the Stó:lō Resource Centre and outside the House of Long 
Ago and Today (Building 19).  Writing proposals and grant applications in support of this 
series is part of the program. 
 

Stó:lō Tourism Committee (STC) 
 
The SRRMC Director and staff continue to work collaboratively with staff from SN 
departments including CDD and FAD as well as other Stó:lō tourism operators to establish 
and run the Stó:lō Tourism Committee.  Achievements this year include the establishment of 
the Stó:lō Tourism webpage on the SN Website (http://www.stolonation.bc.ca/about-
us/tourism/tourism.htm), and reestablish a presence in the Tourism Chilliwack Travel Guide 
and web-based advertising.  The STC is working to broaden marketing connections with 
Aboriginal Tourism BC and is coordinating activities on site including the Gift Shop, SN 
annual events, Cultural Experience Series, and elements of the cultural programs and tours. 
 
Treaty-Related Services 
 
The Stó:lō Xwexwilmexw Treaty Association (SXTA) continues to contract the SN/SRRMC to 
provide technical capacity in support of treaty negotiations within the British Columbia Treaty 
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Process.  The SXTA are currently in Stage 4 of the treaty process, working toward an 
Agreement in Principle (see www.sxta.bc.ca).  The SRRMC provides support at every level of 
SXTA’s negotiations with British Columbia and Canada.  Significant effort was spent this year 
on examining issues of land and governance, land status analyses, land use planning (S’ólh 
Téméxw Use Plan), Stó:lō heritage management, and inter-Stó:lō relations. 
 

This fiscal year, the Outreach Team accomplished the following:  
 
 produced six issues of the SXTA bi-monthly newsletter;  
 conducted the annual Youth Forum on April 25, 2012 at Tzeachten Community Hall with a 

“Carnival” theme for Grades 10-12; 
 Bear Image Productions produced a short clip on Youth Forum;  
 organized 7 Youth Meetings and  4 Youth fundraising events;  
 held 3 SXTA tours: April “Upriver” and July & October  “Chilliwack River Valley” 2012; 
 completed evaluations on the outreach by their respective FNs and by their supervisor;  
 set up an information table at the “Youth Empowerment” Conference in Squiala;  
 organized 2 TRM – Treaty “Community Economic Development (CED)” community sessions 

at Tzeachten and  Leq’á:mel as well as Focus groups sessions, Kitchen Table Gatherings 
and One on One sessions;  

 developed a power point presentation on the SXTA Treaty along with Sonny McHalsie for 
First Nations Studies classes;  

 outreach coordinator participated in an economic development and governance information 
tour with 4 tribes in Arizona;  

 organized another session on “The History of Treaty –Modern Treaties vs Historical 
Treaties” presented by Grand Chief Steven Point;  

 attended various meetings with the SXTA, SRRMC and the SXTA Working Group and 
attended and assisted with various cultural ceremonies, fundraising and annual events of 
the Stó:lō Nation Society;  

 prepared flyers for various gatherings;  
 ordered more promotional SXTA pens; and 
 continued with on-going projects such as info flyers, booklets, power points, special 

bulletins, classroom presentation outlines, and updating the mailing lists.  
 
Referral Review and Processing  
 
Significant advances were made in the area of development referral process supporting 
consultation through the completion and operationalizing of the Stó:lō Strategic Engagement 
Agreement Pilot Project (SSEAp).  The SSEAp is an agreement between British Columbia 
and 14 Stó:lō First Nations participating in the project.  The SSEAp is an 18-mont project 
aimed at leading up to a fuller and longer term SEA Agreement.  SEA’s are one of the 
provincial Reconciliation Agreements housed within the Ministry of Aboriginal Relations and 
Reconciliation.  The SSEAp supports and funds efforts to streamline the referrals process, 
and the S’ólh Téméxw Referrals Alliance. The SSEAp (1) implements more efficient and 
effective business procedures for administering Applications, Referrals and Responses; (2) 
implements an Engagement Framework that guides the consultation process; and (3) 
establishes a Government to Government Forum to oversee implementation of the 
Agreement and to improve engagement between the Parties on strategic matters of mutual 
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interest.  The SSEAp project is guided by the SSEAp Leadership Board and it’s14 Stó:lō First 
Nation signatory members, and is currently funded until October 2013  
 
Working in collaboration with the Stó:lō Tribal Council and Ts’elxweyeqw Tribe, staff of the 
SRRMC formed the People of the River referrals Office in June 2012.  SRRMC staff oversee 
PRRO operations (Schaepe – General Manager; Morrison – Manager).  PRRO staff have 
been focused the on the continued improvement to the development referral review process.  
This work involved raising the profile of referral management services both provincially and 
across Canada, and creating value-added engagement support for communities and 
leadership.  The core focus of these efforts is aimed at connecting directly with communities, 
development proponents and government agencies to provide meaningful technical expertise.   
 
The Continued development of the Stó:lō Connect Web Portal (www.stoloconnect.com) is a 
significant achievement and critical element of the SSEAp referral review process.  Stó:lō 
Connect is an AANDC BC Capacity Initiative-funded (BCCI) project, and is aimed at bridging 
the gap between Stó:lō referral technicians, leadership, the provincial government and 
development proponents.  As a social-network concept, referrals management and capacity 
for analysis is delivered to all Stó:lō communities willing to participate, substantially reducing 
overhead and administrative costs, offering open access to GIS and other data, and 
integrated communication tools.  The project is the focus of a great deal of attention from 
Stó:lō organizations, federal, provincial and local government, and development proponents 
who are eager to ‘Connect’ through partnership and support in upcoming Phase III. 
StoloConnect.com now has users in 51 technical staff users from 17 different Stó:lō 
organizations and communities, and 19 external users from 11 different government or 
development agencies.  Tools like Stó:lō Connect are perfectly suited to support ongoing 
initiatives like the Stó:lō Strategic Engagement Agreement Pilot Project (SSEAp)  
 
PRRO staff host monthly meetings of the S’ólh Téméxw Referrals Alliance (STRA) focused 
on policy development/support for increasing the organization, effectiveness, and efficiency of 
the technical aspects of referral reviews for a broad range of Stó:lō FNs/organizations.   
 
SRRMC Referrals Data Quantification 
 
There are 1,475 referral packages on record at the SRRMC spanning from the current date 
back to some sparse records for 2007.  362 referrals were received and processed in 2012. 
 

Chart 15-Referral packages on record by year 
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Classification Level: 
 
In 2012 the majority of referrals are Level B (Standard level of 
review, localized impacts), accounting for 70%.  Level A referrals 
(Minimal review, little or no net impact) account for 26% of the 
total, and Level C referrals (Political, Government-to-Government 
review, large, landscape level impacts or national concerns) 
make up the remainder at 4%. 
 
Categorical Breakdown: 
 
The generalized categories for referrals are broken down by industry in the chart below.  Run-
of-River power Projects are separated from infrastructure and utilities only to demonstrate the 
representative volume of referrals received for these distinct projects.  The majority of referral 
packages on file relate to the forestry industry (28%), transportation/infrastructure/utilities 
(15%), environmental management, planning and parks (13%), and independent power 
projects (10%). 
 

Chart 17- Categorical Breakdown-Referral Packages 

 
Environmental and Planning Projects 
 
The SRRMC continued involvement on a number of environmental and land use planning 
projects.  The staff worked closely with the Golder Associates and Flatiron Graham on 
environmental auditing and assessment of the construction phase of the BC Hydro Interior to 
Lower Mainland Transmission Line Project (ILM).  They also worked with the Fraser Valley 
Regional District (FVRD) and its member-Municipalities on the Intergovernmental-Agency 
Committee for the update of the Regional Growth Strategy (30 year forecast-regional 
planning).  Work continues on the development of the S’ólh Téméxw Use Plan together with 
Stó:lō communities and agencies.  Efforts continue to harmonize land use planning between 
Stó:lō and local government plans.  The latest draft of the S’ólh Téméxw Use Plan is being 
used as a referral screening tool by staff in the People of the River Referrals Office. 
 
 
 

Chart 16-Classification 
Level 
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Repatriation and Museum-Related Projects 
 
The Stó:lō Xolhmet S'olhetawtxw Sq'eq'ip (Stó:lō House of Respect Care Taking Committee), 
acting as advisors and facilitated by SRRMC staff, met throughout the year to plan and 
prepare for the Journey Home Project, in conjunction with UBC staff.  Eleven ancestral 
remains were returned from UBC to the Stó:lō Repository at the SRC this year.  Multiple 
analyses are currently underway providing information about these individuals including their 
age, sex, and health. The Committee also engaged in discussions and planning to return the 
remains of five Stó:lō ancestors from the Museum of Vancouver, after being approached by 
museum staff.  A four part repatriation film series was planned through the Committee as part 
of the Cultural Experience Series. 
 
Genealogy 
 
The Genealogist continues adding to the Stó:lō Nation Family Tree charts and information 
available to staff, band members and non-members as requested. The family charts have 
been used over the years for personal knowledge, traditional names needed for the 
longhouse, to help members gain employment, for educational grants, to acquire delayed 
birth registration, identity for driver’s licenses, to apply for business grants, assist social 
workers in their work, is used as ID in crossing the border, and provide charts and information 
for legal cases.  There are now over 40,132 people in the Stó:lō Nation Family Tree database 
many families documented show eight generations. This past year there seems to be a 
number of Washington State-based aboriginal peoples trying to get Canadian Indian Status 
and coming to SRRMC for their Canadian family tree connections. 
 
When not providing information charts and family trees the Genealogist completed inputting 
information from St Mary’s Residential School quarterly reports; and adding information from 
the many new British Columbia history books and other new sources. The Genealogist 
continues to volunteer with the British Columbia Genealogical Society and with the British 
Columbia Historical Federation and attend related workshops and conferences.  
 
Collaborative Projects and Partnerships 
 
Collaborative projects in which SRRMC staff was involved include: the Intellectual Property 
Issues in Cultural Heritage (www.sfu.ca/ipinch/)- Community Partner via Dr. George 
Nicholas, Archaeology Dept., SFU, The Journey Home Project, Case Study Co-Director with 
Dr. Sue Rowley, UBC Lab of Archaeology (Schaepe); and School District 33 – Indigenizing 
Science Curriculum–Staff from the SRRMC and Fisheries (Schaepe, Victor) assisted 
members of School District 33 adding Stó:lō content and perspectives in developing an 
‘indigenized’ framework for science curriculum in Grades 10-12.   

 
Board-Membership/Committee Involvement 
 

The SRRMC staff participated on a number of Boards and Committees including the 
Librarian/Archivist) who is a member of the Chilliwack Museum and Historical Society 
Board of Directors and facilitates communication and cooperation between the two 
organizations.  The board meets monthly to discuss upcoming events, displays an ongoing 
development of the Chilliwack Museum and Archives. 

http://www.sfu.ca/ipinch/
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The SRRMC Director is the current Chair of the SN Managers’ Committee; Board-member 
and current Chair of the Governance Committee for Tourism Chilliwack participating in 
quarterly meetings regarding opportunities to increase destination tourism in Chilliwack and 
the central Fraser Valley; Chair of the Stó:lō Xolhmet S'olhetawtxw Sq'eq'ip (Stó:lō House 
of Respect Care Taking Committee), working on the repatriation projects with UBC and the 
Museum of Vancouver, a member of the Joint Working Group on First Nations Heritage 
Conservation, a joint FN Summit, UBCIC and BC group collaborating on activating sections 
of the Heritage Conservation Act to provide legal protection to First Nations sacred/spiritual 
sites throughout British Columbia; Co-Chair of the Cultural Tourism Working Group in the 
Intellectual Properties Issues in Cultural Heritage Project (IPinCH) – a multi-national, multi-
institutional research project focusing on intellectual properties run through SFU 
(www.sfu.ca/ipinch/); Stó:lō Nation’s Xa:ytem Task Force as an inter-departmental initiative 
aimed at operationalizing cultural tourism at Xá:ytem interpretive centre; Stó:lō Tourism 
Committee–working with FAD and CDD to organize cultural tourism initiatives. 
 
Stó:lō Nation Fisheries 
 
The Stó:lō Nation Fisheries coordinates the distribution of fishery related documents 
stemming from Department of  Fisheries and Ocean (DFO), Lower Fraser Fisheries Alliance 
(LFFA) tier 2 meetings, Fraser River Aboriginal Fisheries Secretariat (FRAFS), Fraser Panel, 
Pacific Salmon Commission, Species At Risk Act, and other DFO related fishery 
management processes. This program continues to assist FN representatives in information 
prioritizing and management.  Some of the communication tools being used include:  
 
1. Set up of toll free number for fishery opening/closings, 1-877-224-2456 and support to the 

LFFA website.  
 

2. SN is supporting the LFFA communication resources by identifying gaps in the LFFA 
communications processes.  The role is consistent with the communications plans 
established in the LFFA business plan.  SN is also referencing the FRAFS, for materials to 
bring a Fraser River wide perspectives to assist in communicating with Stó:lō fishers and 
community representatives.  
 

3. Community newsletters – SN community newsletter is distributed to the community band 
offices with the intention to inform community fishers of fishery related information such 
fishing times, meetings, details supporting management actions. Half the Stó:lō 
communities have household delivery of newsletters used to get information to fishers.  
 

4. 9 member communities signed the CFA for Chum beach seining: Leq’emel, Aitchelitz, 
Skway, Squiala, Skowkale, Yakweakwioose, Tzeacheten, Popkum and Skawalook.  
 

5. 9 FMB meetings with fishery related agenda items as per agreement.  
 

6. Support FN fishery related cultural events, gatherings, responsibilities such as the First 

http://www.sfu.ca/ipinch/
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Salmon Ceremony and others.  
 

7. Participation at Fraser River Aboriginal Fisheries Secretariat EC meetings/gatherings such 
as the Fraser River Forum on harvest and conservations meetings, member of the Forum 
Planning Committee, and participated in Road Map meeting.  Assisted in supporting a SN 
signatory for Letter of Understanding as a result of the Road Map process.   
 

8. Striving to support the LFFA in: an established fisheries/resource management mandate 
by assisting in drafting BCRs and management protocols in place, participating in forum 
meetings, fisher meetings, work group meetings and EC meetings.  Active role as a Co-
Chair and a member of the Non-Salmon technical working group.   
 

9. And active supporting local community initiatives by way of facilitating, coordinating, 
emceeing, and providing means of acquiring salmon during low abundance. 

 
Stó:lō Nation Lands  
 
There are six bands still under the RLAP funding: Skowkale, Aitchelitz, Yakweakwioose 
(S.A.Y.), Skwah, Shxw’ow’hamel and Popkum.  S.A.Y. has completed their first year of Land 
Code, and the Lands Department has assisted with many parcel allotments and surveys.  
Shxw’ow’hamel have just entered into their first signing and moving forward with their Land 
Code process.  The remaining two bands, Skwah is currently working on a Land Code 
proposal with other bands.  Popkum is one of seven bands participating in Treaty.  
 
The Lands staff has been working closely with Skwah on Estate files and Traditional holdings 
requiring ongoing land history research.  Staff had meetings with Shxw’ow’hamel in regards 
to establishing land protection for Xelhalh’s culturally sensitive land area.  Work is moving 
forward developing a land use plan and protection by-laws for this area of the reserve.  This 
plan requires land by-laws that are legally binding and registered with AANDC. 
Environmentally sensitive documentaries have been part of the Land’s Department as 
informational events held in Building 10.  Knowledgeable speakers were invited to answer 
questions on Kinder/Morgan Pipeline Project and Atlantic Farmed Salmon Feedlots. 

 
 

 








